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OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY RADIO-TV RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: AC 606/783-3325 
SUBJECT: WORLD OF HUMANITIES DAY 
DATE 1-3-74 
TIME 30 SEC. 
ANNOUNCER: HUNDREDS OF HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS ARE 
EXPECTED TO EXPLORE 11 THE WORLD OF HUMAN IT I ES 11 
JANUARY 30TH AT MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY •.••• 
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES IN ART--RADIO-
TELEVISION--THEATRE--JOURNALISM--SPEECH AND 
DEBATE--PHILOSOPHY--LANGUAGES AND LITERATURE 
AND MUSIC WILL BE EMPHASIZED DURING THE DAY-
LONG EVENT ..... 
THE DAY IS SPONSORED BY M-S-U 1 S SCHOOL 
OF HUMANITIES AND BEGINS WITH REGISTRATION AT 
9 A-M •••• , 
M 5 U PRESID~ ADRON 09RAN-WitL 
WEtcOME4~£ GROt1P A I AN 11 :~0 A-M LONCHEON-; •••• 
M-S .. u Is -AWAR-6-=W·tffi'llffi~~LL 
P li-R:FelRM"~ • • • , 
FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION--CONTACT 
DOCTOR J-E DUNCAN--DEAN OF THE )CHOOL OF 
HUMANITIES AT MOREHEAD STATE ..... ##,\'A'NHNHNNNH 
.... ::-clFIJ CE 0 F PUBLl C INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STAlE UNIVERSITY "RADIO-TV RELEASE 
:MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
SUBJECT: M-S-U 
DATE: 1-8-74 




MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY OPENED ITS DOORS 
MONDAY TO AN EXPECTED SPRING-,ENROLLMEN.J .. OF·MORE . 
. · . . ... 
... .. .. . ' ~ . 
THAN 6 THOUSAND STUDENTS •.•.•• 
REGISTRATION BEGAN MONDAY W.ITH CLASSES 
STARTING THURSDAY ••••• 
. ' 
< 
REGISTRATION:FOR PART-TIME .. 5TUDENTS AND 
NIGHT CLASSES WfLL BE HELD SATURDAY IN THE 





... ,. ., 
c 
:OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
• MOR~HEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
~MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
RADIO-TV RELEASE 
TELEPHONE: 606/783-3325 ., 
.------------------------------------------------,, 
:\ SUBJECT: MSU BASKETBALL 
·'DATE: 1-8-74 
.: TIME: 35 SEC • 
. I 
· ANNOUNCER: 





" ' '• 
' 


















MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 1S BASKETBALL 
EAGLES OPEN OHIO VALLEY CONFERENCE PLAY 
SATURDAY AT DEFENDI.NG CHAMPION AUSTIN PEAY ••••• 
THE EAGLES--FRESH OFF A 96-T0-70 ROUT OVER 
LOUISIANA TECH--CARRY A 5-AND-4 RECORD INTO 
CONFERENCE PLAY ••••• 
M-S-U HEAD COACH BILL HARRELL SAID ••••• 
11 I WAS WELL PLEASED WITH OUR EFFORT AGAINST THE 
BULLDOGS ••••• WE PLAYED AGRESSIVELY ON DEFENSE 
AND I THOUGHT OUR STARTERS PLAYED TOGETHER ••••• 11 
SENIORS LEONARD COULTER AND EUGENE LYONS 
AND JUNIOR ARCH JOHNSON LED THE EAGLES IN THE 
WIN OVER LOUISIANA TECH ••••• COULTER N.ETTED 24 
POINTS AND PULLED DOWN 16 REBOUNDS ••••• LYONS 
BECAME THE 12TH MEMBER OF THE M-S-U 1,000-POINT 
CLUB BY SCORING Zl ••••• AND JOHNSON CONTINUED HIS 
OUTSTANDING PLAY WITH 21 POINTS ••••• 
MOREHEAD STATE OPENS 0-V-C PLAY SATURDAY 
NIGHT AT AUSTIN PEAY AND TRAVELS TO MURRAY 
i 





OF~ICE.OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
'MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY RADIO-TV RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 606/783-3325 
Harrell Interview No. 2 
(Mailed.l2-13-73) 
.. --
QUESTION NO. 1 
(A: .. 1 :00) 
QUESTION NO. 2 
'(A.· .. :15) 
QUESTION NO. 3" 
. (A. ~.28) 
CLOSING :OS 
SUMMARY--.,-Morehead State University Head 
Basketball Coach B"ill Harrell discusses the 
first ten days of the season, the progress 
of _the Eagles new personnel, and discusses 
the upcoming road-trip. The interview was 
conducted by Tim Walden of the MSU Sports 
Information Office • 
TOTAL TIME: 2:00 
The Morehead State University Eagles dropped 
four of five games in _the first 1·0 days of 
the season. Coach Bill Harrell, what· are your 
comments on the opening games? . 
IN CUE---: "Well, the main thing •••.••••• 
OUT CUE--- ••••• when that time comes 
around." 
Coach, how are your junior college transfers 
and ·freshmen adapting to major college 
basketball? 
IN CUE---"Of course I guess •••••••• 
OUT CUE--- •••• ·.definitely get. bette:~;." . . 
Coach, this weekend the Eagles beg·in a three-
game southern trip. How important are these 
upcoming games? 
IN CUE---"Well, certainly every •••••.•• 
OUT CUE-·-- ••• • • including me. " 
. . '-.... 
e've been talking with Morehead State 
niversity Head-Basketball Coach Bill Harrell. 
The in.terview _was. recorded at 7 1/2 ips. 
Please do not return the reel. 
OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
JYJOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY RADIO-TV RELEASE 







Harrell Intervie1~ No. 
SUMMARY 
TOTAL TIME: 1:39 
· QUESTION NO. 1 
(A. :27) 
QUESTION NO. 2 
1 (A. :19) 
QUESTION NO. 3 
(A. :31) 
CLOSING 
5---Morehead State University Head Basketball 
Coach Bill Harrell discusses MSU's recent road 
trip and upcoming home games 1~ith Middle 
Tennessee and Western Ky. The intervie~1 was 
conducted by Fred Hensley, play-by-play 
announcer on the Bald Eagle Network. 
The Morehead State University Eagles opened the 
Ohio Valley Conference season last l~eekend with 
road losses to Austin Peay and Murray State. 
Coach Bill Harrell, what are your reflections on 
the road trip? 
IN CUE---"Fred, we would rather ••••• 
OUT CUE--- ••••• playing some games at home." 
Coach, the Eagles now come home to play six of 
their next seven conference games. This must be 
a big help to the ball club. 
IN CUE--- "We' 11 be happy •••.• 
OUT CUE--- ••••• get them excited." 
W~ll coach, this weekend Middle Tennessee and 
Western come to town. What do you know about 
those two ball clubs? 
IN CUE---"Of course as you know ••••• 
OUT CUE--- •••• good to play them here." 
We've been talking with Morehead State University 
Head Basketball Coach Bill Harrell. 
THE INTERVIEW WAS RECORDED AT 7 1/2 ips. 
PLEASE DO NOT RETURN THE REEL. 
OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY RADIO-TV RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 606-783-3325 
HARRELL l~rfERV I tW. NO. 4- -SUMMARY- -MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY HEAD 
BASKETBALL COACH BILL HARRELL DISCUSSES HIS 
~ TEAM 1S FOUR-GAME WINNING STREAK, HIS ALL-STATE 
PLAYERS, AND THE UPCOMING OVC ROAD TRIP. THE 
INTERVIEW WAS CONDUCTED BY·TIM WALDEN OF THE 
MSU SPORT~ INFORMATION OFFICE. 
TOTAL TIME: l :20·t 
QUESTION NO. 1. 
(A:l4) 
QUESTION NO. 2 
. (A:06) 
QUESTION NO, 3 
(A :30) 
CLOSING 
;·THE MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY EAGLES CAPTURED 
l
i THREE WINS ON A SOUTHERN ROAD TRIP LAST MONTH 
AND HAVE WON FOUR STRAIGHT WITH A 96-70 WIN 
1 OVER LOUISIANA TECH MONDAY NIGHT. COACH BILL 
I HARRELL, ARE YOU PLEASED WITH THE PROGRESS YOUR TEAM HAS MADE? 
I 
1 IN cuE--- 11WE 1 RE VERY PLEASED ••••• 
I OUT CUE:..-- ••••• OF THE GAME. 11 
I COACH, IT MUST BE VERY SATISFYING TO HAVE FIVE 
! FIRST TEAM ALL~StATERS IN THE STARTING LINE-UP 
FOR THE EAGLES • 
t 
IN CUE--- 11 THAT 1 S A PRETTY GOOD ••••• 
OUT CUE--- ••••• RIGHT NOW. 11 
COACH, THIS WEEKEND THE EAGLES OPFN OHIO VALLEY 
CONCERENCE PLAY AT AUSTIN PEAY AND MURRAY STATE. 
WHAT 1 S THE SCOUTING REPORT ON THE GOVERNORS AND 
THE RACERS? ••••• 
IN CUE--- 110F COURSE ..... 
OUT CUE--- ••••• THIS WEEKEND? 11 
/WE 1VE BEEN TALKING WITH MOREHEAD STATE I UNIVERSITY HEAD BASKETBALL COACH BILL HARRELL. 
! THE INTERVIEW WAS RECORDED AT 7t IPS. 
' ' !PLEASE DO NOT RETURN THE REEL. 
, .... 
-I 
OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY RADIO-TV RELEASE 









HIGH SCHOOL MUSICIANS FROM THROUGHOUT 
KENTUCKY WILL BE VISITING THE MOREHEAD STATE 
UNIVERSITY CAMPUS NEXT WEEK FOR A UNIQUE JAZZ 
CLINIC ••••• 
THE M-S-U JAZZ ENSEMBLES AND EACH OF 
THE HIGH SCHOOL GROUPS WILL PERFORM DURING THE 
2-DAY CLINI~-WHICH WILL BE HIGHLIGHTED BY A 
PUBLIC PERFORMANCE BY THE CANNONBALL ADDERLY 
QUINTET--JANUARY 24TH--AT M-S-U 1 S WETHERBY 
GYM ••••• 
THE QUINTET MEMBERS ALSO WILL SERVE AS 
GUEST INSTRUCTORS BOTH DAYS ••••• 
MORE INFORMATION ON THE CLINIC MAY BE 
OBTAINED FROM THE MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MUSIC DEPARTMENT .•••• HH##U#NN 
_ .. 
. - OiFfiCE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY RADIO-TV RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 606/783-3325 
SUBJECT: FEDERAL GRANT 
DATE 1-16-74 
TIME 30 SEC. 
ANNOUNCER: l i MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY HAS RECEIVED 
1
: A FEDERAL GRANT TO DEVELOP A PROGRAM OF 
' COOPERATIVE EDUCATION ••••• 






VARIOUS SUBJECT AREAS TO ALTERNATE PERIODS OF 
ON-CAMPUS ACADEMIC STUDY WITH OFF-CAMPUS WORK 
EXPERIENCES ••••• 
THE 25-THOUSAND DOLLAR PROGRAM WAS 
FUNDED BY THE U-S OFFICE OF EDUCATION AND WILL 
BE IMPLEMENTED DURING THE FALL SEMESTER ••••• 
BETWEEN 50 AND 75 STUDENTS WILL BE 
PLACED IN COOPERATIVE POSITIONS INCLUDING 
INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOG~~ADIO-TELEVISION--SOCIAL 
SCIENCES AND BUSINESS ••••• ##### 
' I 
OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE ~NIVERSITV RADIO-TV RELEASE 
MOREHtAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: AC 606/783-3325 
SUBJECT: SISTINE CEILING 
DATE 1-21-74 
TIME 25 SEC. 
ANNOUNCER: A UNIQUE ART EXHIBIT CALLED 11 THE 
SISTINE CEILING--SEEN FOR THE FIRST TIME" 
OPENS JANUARY 27TH AT MOREHEAD STATE 
UNIVERSITY ••••• 
THE EXHIBITION CONSISTS OF 74 COLOR 
REPRODUCTIONS OF THE VATICAN'S CEILING ••••• 
THE SHOW CIRCULATES UNDER THE AUSPICES 
OF THE AMERICAN FEDERATION OF ARTS ••••• THE 
FORMAL OPENING SCHEDULED SUNDAY--JANUARY 27TH 
AT M-S-U'S CLAYPOOL-YOUNG ART GALLERY ••••• 
THE M-S-U CHAMBER SINGERS WILL PERFORM 
AT THE ONE P-M OPENING ••••• 
THE EXHIBIT WILL BE ON DISPLAY 
THROUGH FEBRUARY 24TH ••••• ,\',\','l,\',\' 
OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY RADIO-TV RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 606/783-3325 
SUBJECT: WORLD OF HUMANITIES 
DATE 1-21-74 
TIME 30 SEC. 
ANNOUNCER: CAREER OPPORTUNITIES IN 11 THE WORLD OF 
HUMANITIES 11 WILL BE FEATURED WEDNESDAY--
JANUARY 30TH--AT MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY •• , •• , 
THE DAY IS SPONSORED BY M-S-U 1 S SCHOOL 
OF HUMANITIES AND WILL INCLUD~ ART--THEATRE--
JOURNALISM--SPEECH AND DEBATE--PHILOSOPHY--
LANGUAGES AND LITERATURE AND MUSIC ••••• 
EXHIBITS--DEMONSTRATIONS AND TOURS ARE 
SCHEDULED THROUGHOUT THE DAY ••••• M-S-U 1 S AWARD 
WINNING JAZZ ENSEMBLE WILL PERFORM AT A 
LUNCHEON IN THE UNIVERSITY CENTER ••••• 
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION IS AVAILABLE 
FROM DR. J. E. DUNCAN--bEAN OF THE SCHOOL OF 
HUMANITIES AT MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY .... ##ffl 
• . . . 
J OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY RADIO-TV RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 606/783-3325 
Harrell Interview No. 6 
(Mailed 1-23-74) 
QUESTION NO. 1 
(A. :43) 
QUESTION NO. 2 
(A. 1:41 
QUESTION NO. 3 
(A. :46) 
CLOSING :05 
SUMMARY---Morehead State University Head 
Basketball Coach Bill Harrell discusses the w.ins 
ver Middle Tennessee and Western Kentucky, the 
progress of his team and gives the scouting 
report on East Tennessee and Tennessee Tech. 
The interview was conducted by Fred Hensley, 
. play-by-play announcer on the Bald Eagle 
'Network. 
TOTAL TIME: 3:39 
:The Morehead State University Basketball 
i Eagles won two Ohio Valley Conference games 
! last weekend with victories over Middle 
I , Tennessee and Western Kentucky. Head Coach 
1 Bill Harrell what are your thoughts on last 
' : week' s games? 
' 
IN CUE---"Well, we were very pleased •••• 
OUT CUE--- ••••• to do that too. " 
Coach, in both games you used a lot more 
personnel than you had earlier in the season. 
1 Is your team progressing like you thought they 
<would? 
IN CUE---" I think Fred, if you ••.••• 
OUT CUE--- ••••• then you lose." 
Well coach, the Eagles go on the road this 
weekend to meet East Tennessee Saturday and 
return horne Monday to play Tennessee Tech. 
Coach, what do you know about these two teams? 
IN CUE---"Well, we definitely feel ••••• 
OUT CUE--- ••.•• doesn't get any easier." 
We've been talking with Morehead State 
University Head Basketball Coach Bill Harrell. 
The interview was recorded at 7 1/2 ips. 
Please do not return the reel. 
OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
RADIO~TV RELEASE 
TELEPHONE: AC 606/783~3325 
SUBJECT: WEEKEND SPORTS ACTION 
DATE : 1~23~74 
TIME . : 50 SEC. 
ANNOUNCER: 6 MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY ATHLETIC TEAMS 
. . 
WILL BE IN ACTION THIS WEEKEND ••••••• 
COACH BILL HARRELL 1S BASKETBALL EAGLES 
.. 
TAKE A 7~AND~6 OVERALL RECORD AND A 2~AND~2 
CONFERENCE MARK TO "JOHNSON CITY TENNESSEE TO 
MEET EAST TENNESSEE ON SATURDAY NIGHT ••••• 
THE M~S~u· JUNIOR VARSITY BASKETBALL TEAM 
CARRIES A FOUR GAME WINNING STREAK INTO ITS 
GAME AT EAST TENNESSEE ••••• 
M~S~U WOMEN 1 S BASKETBALL OPENS ITS 9~GAME 
SCHEDULE SATURDAY AT HOME AGAINST THE UNIVERSIW 
OF LOUISVILLE ••••• 
M~S~U 1 S UNBEATEN WRESTLING TEAM IS 
PARTICIPATING IN A TRIANGULAR MEET AT 
CEDARVILLE-~OHIO ON SATURDAY ••••• 
MOREHEAD STATE 1 S SWIM TEAM IS HOSTING TWO 
MEETS THIS WEEKEND:·~ ••• 
MARSHALL VISITS ON FRIDAY AND MORRIS HARVE) 
IS SATURDAY 1 S OPP0NENT ••••• 
. I 
COA.CH BUCK DAW:SON 1 S INDOOR TRACK TEAM GOES 
TO LEXINGTON VI RG.IN.I A FOR A QUADRANGULAR MEET 
WITH WASHINGTON A~D LEE-~MADISON COLLEGE AND 
V M I # ¥ IJ liJ! 11 'IN# - - • • . • • .r !t-lf" 1n1 .n 
:''OFFICE OF PUBUC INFORMATION·. 
- · MOREHEAD'STATE UNIVERSITY RADIO-TV RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: AC 606/783~3325 
---. --------,--------·: -·· 
SUBJECT: JAZZ CONCERT .. -.. --:--
-·DATE:- 1/24/74 .. ' 
TIME: :30 SEC. - .. --. . ' ... 




i THE MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY JAZZ CLINIC -
! OPENED THIS- MORNING AT BAIRD MUSIC HALL--WITH 
; 
I MORE THAN TWENTY HIGH SCHOOL BANDS ATTENDING . I . ' 
' ' ' i THE TWO DAY EVENT ••••• · 
! 
I THE HIGHLIGHT OF THE CLINIC IS A CONCERT 
I THIS 




EVENING BY THE CANNONBALL ADDERLY QUINTET ••••• 
THE 8 P-M CONCERT WILL BE HELD IN THE-




M-S-U-STUDENTS WILL BEADMITTED ON THEIR I~D. 
;cARDS-~AN~ TICKETS FOR THE PUBLIC ARE 3-DOLLARS 
' ' 
:FOR ADULTS AND ONE DOLLAR AND 50-CENTS FOR OTHER 
! . 
l 











' . ·OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
. MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY RADIO-TV RELEASE 
. MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: AC 606/783-3325 
. SUBJECT: BASKETBALL 
DATE 1-29-74 
TIME 45 SEC. 
' ANNOUNCER: MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY'S BASKETBALL 
EAGLES CLIMBED BACK INTO THE OHIO VALLEY 
CONFERENCE TITLE PICTURE LAST WEEKEND WITH 
VICTORIES OVER EAST TENNESSEE AND TENNESSEE 
TECH ••••• 
THE EAGLES ARE NOW 9-AND-6 OVERALL AND 
4-AND-2 IN THE 0-V-C AND SHARE THE TOP SPOT 
WITH THREE OTHER SCHOOLS ••••• 
M-S-U RAN OUT TO A 22-2 EDGE AT EAST 
TENNESSEE SATURDAY NIGHT TO SET A NEW 0-V-C 
FIELD GOAL SHOOTING MARK .•••• 
THE EAGLES HIT 41 OF 59 FIELD GOAL ATTEMPTS 
FOR 69-POINT-5 PER-CENT ••••• 
TENNESSEE TECH CONTROLLED THE TEMPO OF 
MONDAY NIGHT'S GAME FOR THE FIRST 30 MINUTES--
BUT THE EAGLES CHARGED BACK TO CLAIM A 69-T0-
64 DECISION ••••• 
M-S-U ENTERTAINS ARCH-RIVAL EASTERN 
KENTUCKY THIS SATURDAY AT 7:30 ••••• 
THE EAGLES AND COLONELS ARE AMONG THE 
FOUR TEAMS TIED FOR THE 0-V-C LEAD .•••• ####### 
VII IVL VI ·fUULIV ll'tiUf\1.11-\IIVI't 
,•· MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY RADIO-TV RELEASE· 
MOREHEAD; KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: AC 606/783-3325 
SUBJECT:. JAZZ CLINIC 
DATE: 1/31/74 
TIME: 35 SEC.' 
ANNOUNCEr{, 
· .. 
HIGH SCHOOL MUSICIANS FROM THROUGHOUT KENTUCKY 
AND SURROUNDING STATES LEARNED FROM THE PRO-
FESSIONALS DURING THE MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
JAZZ CLINIC .••••• 
THE CANNONBALL ADDERLY QUINTET SERVED AS 
. . 
INSTRUCTORS DURING THE TWO-DAY EVENT--GIVING 
DEMONSTRATIONS AND ANSWERING QUESTIONS FROM 
HUNDREDS OF STUDENTS ON THE FINER POINTS OF 
JAZZ ...... 
THE CLINIC 1 S OBJECTIVE WAS TO ENCOURAGE 
STUDENTS AND DIRECTORS TO DISCOVER AND TEST 
NEW IDEAS--TECHNIQUES AND STYLES OF PERFORMANCE 
IN THE MANY AREAS OF JAZZ .•••.• 
FRANKLI.N COUNTY HIGH.SCHOOL IN KENTUCKY--
KISKI AREA HIGH StHOOL IN PITTSBURG AND WALNUT 
... . ' 
HILLS HIGH SCHOOL FROM· CINCINNATI WERE P.ICKED AS 
. . . 
·tHE TOP--ENSEMBLES AT THE CLINIC ...... 




OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
RADIO-TV RELEASE 
Harrell Interview No. 7 
(Mailed 1-31-74) 
QUESTION NO. 1 
(A. 1 :07) 
QUESTION NO. 2 
(A. :58) 




SUMMARY---Morehead State University Head 
aasketball Coach Bill Harrell discusses the 
wins over East Tennessee and Tennessee Tech, 
the outlook for the OVC race and gives the 
scouting report on Eastern Kentucky. The 
interview was conducted by Fred Hensley, play-
by-play announcer on the Bald Eagle Network. 
TOTAL TIME: 3:05 
The Morehead State University Basketball 
Eagles claimed a share of first place in the 
Ohio Valley Conference last weekend with wins 
over East Tennessee and Tennessee Tech. Coach 
Bill Harrell, you had to be pleased with your 
team's play. 
IN CUE---"We were very happy with ••••• 
·OUT CUE--- ••••• gotten back into the race." 
Coach, as we approach the midway Point in the 
Ohio Valley Conference season how does the 
conference race look to you? 
IN CUE---"It still looks like about ••••• 
OUT CUE--- ••.•• the one you've got to play. " 
Well Coach, this Saturday Eastern Kentucky 
comes to town. What do you know about the 
Colonels? 
IN CUE---"Well, of course they are ••••• 
OUT CUE--- •••••• give it all we've got." 
We've been talking with Morehead State 
University Head Basketball Coach Bill Harrell. 
The interview was recorded at 7 1/2 ips. 
Please do not return the reel. 
' • 
OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY RADIO-TV RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 606/783-3325 
SUBJECT: BAND CLINIC 
DATE 2-1-74 
TIME 30 SEC. 
ANNOUNCER: ABOUT 6 HUNDRED STUDENT MUSICIANS AND 
THEIR BAND DIRECTORS ARE EXPECTED TO 
PARTICIPATE IN THE ANNUAL MOREHEAD STATE 
UNIVERSITY BAND CLINIC LATER THIS MONTH ••••• 
ONE HUNDRED-75 HIGH SCHOOLS FROM 6 
STATES WILL BE REPRESENTED AT THE 4-DAY 
EVENT •• ~ •• 
THE CLINIC OPENS WEDNESDAY FEBRUARY 
13TH WITH CONCERTS BY THE M-S-U PERCUSSION 
ENSEMBLE--CONCERT BAND--SYMPHONY BAND AND 
JAZZ ENSEMBLE •• ,,. 
STUDENTS WILL BE PLACED IN 7 BANDS 
WHICH WILL BE DIRECTED BY GUEST CONDUCTORS. 
FROM ACROSS THE UNITED STATES ••••• 
THE CLINIC ENDS FEBRUARY 17TH WITH 
PERFORMANCES BY THE CLINIC DIRECTOR'S BAND 
AND THE 7 STUDENT BANDS .... • #h't\',\'# 
,· 
J 
OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
RADIO-TV RELEASE 
TELEPHONE: AC 606/783-3325 
SUBJECT: BLOODMOBILE 
DATE: 2-i\.-74 
TIME: 30 SEC, 
~NNOUNCER: DID YOU KNOW YOU COULD SAVE A LIFE IN ONE 
EASY HOUR? •••••• 
QN ~EBRUARY 22ND THE RED CROSS BLOODMOBILE 
~ .... , .. 
WILL VISIT THE M-S-U CAMPUS •••••• ·-- . 
IT WILL BE LOCATED AT BUTTON AUDITORIUM 
FROM 10 A-M TO 4 P-M TO GIVE YOU THE OPPORTUNITY 
TO SAVE A LIFE •••••• 
YOU WON 1 T SEE THE PERSON WHOSE LIFE YOU 
\ 
ARE SAVING ...... 
YOU WON 1 T EVEN BE ABLE TO REACH OUT YOUR 
HAND AND TOUCH HIM ••••••• BUT BY EXTENDING YOUR 
ARM TO GIVE BLOOD--YOUR DONATION WILL TOUCH HIM 
IN A, VERY SPECIAL WAY ...... 
YOUR BLOOD WILL GIVE HIM LIFE •••••• LIFE W~ 
GIVEN TO US--WHY NOT SHARE THIS GIFT BY GIVING 
LIFE TO SOMEONE ELSE ON FEBRUARY 22ND AT BUTTON 
AUDITORIUM FROM ll.O A-M TO 4 P-M •••••• 
\'1' I' I' \' I' I I I I I I 
OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
RADIO-TV RELEASE 
TELEPHONE: AC 606/783-3325 
SUBJECT: 
, DATE: 2/5/74. 
TIME: 
----·--·----------- -----·-·--·· 
ANNOUNCER: MOREHEAD STATE UNIVBRSITY IS OFFERING A UNIQUE 
~ITH~ 
HISTORY~ COURSE THIS SPRING-~--) ---···· 
SOME OF THE MOST FAMOUS CITIES IN EUROPE AS 
CLASSROOMS ••• ~c.o] -
THE 16 DA UUR OF ITALY AND GREECE BEGINS 
JUNE !t1~ma. . . . 
J-R TINSLEY M-S-U ASSISTANT 
PROFESSOR. OF HISTO~LL a!l DIRECT THE TOUR 
WHICH· INCLUDES A HISTORY COURSE WITH TWO HOURS OF CREDIT 
I STOPS ON THE TOUR INCLUDE ZURICH----.r INSBRU K- .--
! foM~SQ: M- ' -
: .. VENICE-BOLO~LORENCE-ROME-NAPLES AND 
-ATHENS ••••• 
~ 
THE COST OF THE COURSE IS 6 HUNDREDJ57 DOLLARS 
PLUS TUITION,,,,, 
1£ KENTUCKY ••••• 
llllllllllllllll 
OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
RADIO-TV RELEASE 
TELEPHONE: 606-783-3325 
SUBJECT: M-S-U THEATRE 
DATE: 2-6-74 
TIME: 30 SECONDS 
ANNOUNCER: 1 THE MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY THEATRE IS 
i 
I PRESENTING 11 THE DRAGON 11 -- A CLASSIC RUSSIAN FAIRY 
I TALE--FEBRUARY 13TH·~14TH AND 15TH ON THE M-S-U 
I 
CAMPUS.,, •• 
THE SHOW IS EXCELLENT FAMILY ENTERTAINMENT 
AND ALL CHILDREN WILL BE ADMITTED FREE WHEN 
ACCOMPANIED BY AN ADULT ••••• 
I ADULT TICKETS ARE ONE DOLLAR AND 50 CENTS 
WITH M-S-U STUDENTS ADMITTED FREE ON THEIR 1-D 
CARDS ••••• 
I SHOWTIME IS 7:15 EACH EVENING IN BUTTON 
I 
AUDITORIUM--AND PRECEDING EACH PERFORMANCE THE 
AUDIENCE MAY TOUR THE THEATRE FACILITIES AND MEET 
THE CAST ¥¥¥'II' II 'f\' II# ••••• 1 I fu?lrhill 
OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY RADIO-TV RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: AC 606/783-3325 
Harrell Interview No.' 8 SUMMARY---Morehead State University Head Basketball 
(Mailed 2-f7-74) Coach Bill Harrell discusses the games with Eastern 
Kentucky and Illinois State, the decision .. no~ay 
his starting lineup at ISU and gives the scouting 
report on Austin Peay and Murray State. The interview 
was conducted by Fred Hensley, play-by-play announcer 
on the Bald Eagle Network. 
QUESTION NO. 1 
(A. 1: OS) 
QUESTION NO. ~ 
(A. :29) 
QUESTION NO. 3 
(A. lS) 
CLOSING :OS 
The Morehead State University basketball Eagles split > :W1-Efl < . games last weekend ~ • • Eastern Kentucky 
and Illinois State. The Eagles::::::~~~: 
defeated Eastern Kentucky while losing to : Illinois 
State. Coach Bill Harrell, what are your reflections 
on the games? 
IN CUE---" I thought we played an .•••••.••• 
OUT CUE--- ••••••••• Murray and Austin Peay." 
•••• Wel~ur coming off that controversial 
game at Illinois State, as you reflect back over the 
situation what are your feeings? 
IN CUE---"- If I had it~ to do •.•.•••••.• 
OUT CUE--- •••••••• very1Wiil.ltl5 high." 
Well Goach
1
this weekend, we return to OVC play 
when 4liiP we entertain Murray State and Austin Peay. 
These are the only two ball clubs in the OVC .._ that 
have ernanaged to beat the Eagles this seaason. 
IN CUE---"Yes, this is very true •••••.••••• 
OUT CUE--- ••••••••• ready for both games." 
We've been talking with Morehead State University Head 
Basketball coach Bill Harrell. 
-
The interview was recorded at 7 1/2 ips. Please do not 
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TELEPHONE.: AC 606-783-3325 
THE MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY WRESTLING 
TEAM CLOSED THE DUAL MEET PORTION OF ITS 
SCHEDULE LAST WEEKEND WITH A 30-T0-11 ROMP 
OVER EASTERN KENTUCKY ••••• 
THE M-S-U GRAPPLERS CAPTURED SIX WEIGHT 
CLASSES EN ROUTE TO THEIR SIXTH WIN OF THE 
SEASON AGAINST TWO LOSSES ••••• 
M-S-U'S NEXT ACTION IS THIS WEEKEND IN THE 





OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATI6N 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY RADIO-TV RElEASE 






.. 25 SEC. 
ANNOUNCER: 
',' 
TELEPHONE: AC 606/783-3325 
PROGRAM 
PERSONS· EMPLOYED IN BUSINESS AND 
INDUSTRY IN THE ASHLAND AREA NOW HAVE 
. AN OPPORTUNITY TO OBTAIN· A MASTER'S 
DEGREE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION ••••• 
. MORE~EAD STAT~ ·UNIVERSI1Y IS 
PLANNING. TO OFFER SUCH A PROGRAM WITH 
CLASSES HELD DURING THE EVENING HOURS .•••. 
AN ORGANIZATI-ONAL MEETI·NG IS 
SCHEDULED MONDAY--MARCH 4TH--AT 7-PM IN 
ROOM 320 AT ASHLAND COMMUNITY COLLEGE ••••. 
DETAILS ·oF THE M-B-A PROGRAM--RANGING 
FROM AbMISSION REQUIREMENTS TO FEES--WILL . . 
Bt DISCUS'SED AT·J~EORGANIZATIONAL 
SESSION ..• •.• 4/HHHHil-# 
... 




OFFICE OF'PUBLIC INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UN.IVERSITY RADIO-TV RELEASE 
. · MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
. . TELEPHONE: 606/783~3325 
' . 
. ·SUBJECT: ENVIRONMENT S~MINAR ' ... 
DATE :·.2.-28-74 




. . .· 
... 
MORtHEAD STAT(UNIVERSITY IS HOSTING A - . . . 
· • :SEMINAR ON THE 'ENVIRONMENT FOR AREA HIGH 
• SCHOOL.S.TUDENTS·ON.FRIDAY APRIL 5TH AND 
.· .. ·SATURDAY APRIL. 6TH~ •• ~~-
THE 2..:DAY sEssION 1s TITLED 1;STUDE.NTS 
.... 
TOWARD ENVIRONMENT PARTICIPATION11-.,.AND fs . .. . . .. 
SPONSORE.D BY· THE KENTUCKY., DEPARTMENT 0 F . . . . . . . 
. EDUCATION. AND THE1NATIONAL PARK:SERVICE ••••• . - ·: 
· APPROXIM.ATELY ,5o ·stuDENT·s .ARE .EXPECTED. 
· · ·To ATTEND··· n'i'\'1'. . • •••• I !F j I ' . . ' 
··. 
•. . . .. 
'··-
. . . . . ' . . . 









OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY RADIO-TV RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 606/783-3325 
SUBJECT: MISS MSU PAGEANT 
DATE 2-28-74 







A PATH THAT COULD LEAD TO THE MISS 
AMERICA PAGEANT BEGINS APRIL 3RD--WHEN 32 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY COEDS COMPETE IN 
THE SEVENTH ANNUAL MISS M-S-U PAGEANT ••••• 
SIXTEEN OF THE CONTESTANTS WILL PRESENT 
THEIR TALENT ON THE FIRST NIGHT OF THE 
PAGEANT--WHILE THE OTHERS ARE JUDGED IN 
SWIMSUIT AND EVENING GOWN COMPETITION,,,,, 
FIVE JUDGES CONSIDERING TALENT--BEAUTY 
AND POISE WILL CHOOSE A SUCCESSOR TO THE 
CURRENT MISS M-S-U--MARSHA GRIFFITH OF 
GREENUP,,,,, 
THE NEW TITLIST WILL BE CROWNED ON THE 
SECOND NIGHT OF THE PAGEANT--APRIL 4TH ••••• . . 
THE MISS M-S-U PAGEANT IS AN OFFICIAL 
PRELIMINARY OF THE MISS KENTUCKY PAGEANT 
WHICH SENDS ITS WINNER TO THE MISS AMERICA 
PAGEANT IN ATLANTIC CITY, •••• J!'H#N## 











OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
SUBJECT: BASKETBALL 
DATE : 3-5-74 
TINE: 3·0 SEC. 
RADIO-TV RELEASE 
TELEPHONEt AC 606/783-3325 
'!" ANNOUNCER MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITV 1 S BASKETBALL 
EAGLES WRAPPED UP THE OHIO VALLEY CONFERENCE 
CO-CHAMPIONSHIP LAST WEEKEND \A/ITH A 78-T0-69 














·' ,. ,, 
' 
I' 




LEONARD COULTER LED THE EAGLE SCORERS 
WITH 33 POINTS--AND SCORED EIGHT STRAIGHT 
POINTS AT THE BEGINNING OF THE SECOND HALF TO 
PUT 1'4-S-U IN COMMAND FOR GOOD .•••• 
THE WIN GAVE THE EAGLES A SHARE OF THE 
TITLE WITH THE GOVERNORS OF AUSTIN PEAY ••••• 
HOWEVER AUSTIN PEA¥ WILL REPRESENT THE 
LEAGUE IN THE N-C-A-A PLAYOFFS BECAUSE THE 
GOVERNORS DEFEATED M-S-U TWICE DURING THE 
REGULAR SEASON ••••• 
MOREHEAD FINISHED THE SEASON WITH A 
17-AND-9 OVERALL RECORD AND A 10-AND-4 MARK 
IN THE 0-V-C .... • ####HH## 
OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY RADIO-TV RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 606/783-3325 
SUBJECT: SPRING SPORTS 
DATE 3-19-74 
TIME : 35 SEC. 
ANNOUNCER: BASEBALL--TRACK--AND TENNIS OPEN THEIR 
SPRING SEASONS THIS WEEK AT MOREHEAD STATE 
UNIVERSITY ••••• 
M-S-U 1 S DEFENDING OHIO VALLEY CONFERENCE 
BASEBALL CHAMPIONS START THURSDAY AGAINST 
WESTERN KENTUCKY IN A DOUBLEHEADER AT ALLEN 
FIELD ••••• 
BUCK DAWSON MAKES HIS DEBUT AS THE EAGLE 
TRACK COACH SATURDAY \-1/HEN M-S-U HOSTS A DUAL 
MEET WITH CUMBERLAND COLLEGE AT JAYNE 
STADIUM ••••• 
DAWSON WAS A 5-TIME PICK AS WEST ,.IRGINIA 
CONFERENCE COACH OF THE YEAR •••••• 
THE M-S-U TENNIS TEAM OPENS ITS SEASON 
SATURDAY AGAINST CUMBERLAND AT HOME ••••• C#H## 
OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY RADIO-TV RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: AC 606/783-3325 
SUBJECT: 
, DATE 
.: TIME : 
I ANNOUNCER: 
ALL 0-V-C TEAivi 
3-19-74 
35 SEC. 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY SENIORS LEONARD 
COULTER AND EUGENE LYONS HAVE BEEN NAMED TO THE 
All-OHIO VALLEY CONFERENCE BASKETBALL TEAM ••••• 
COULTER--A 6-5 FORWARD FROM DANVILLE--WAS 
SELECTED FOR THE THIRD TIME •••• ,HE IS THE 4JH'. 
HIGHEST SCORER IN THE SCHOOL'S HISTORY WITH 
MORE THAN 17 HUNDRED POINTS ••••• 
LYONS--A 6-5 GUARD FROM JOHNS CREEK--WAS 
PICKED FOR THE SECOND TIME ••••• HE AVERAGED 16 
POINTS PER GAME ••••• 
RECEIVING HONORABLE MENTION IN THE 
BALLOTING BY THE LEAGUE 1S COACHES WERE SENIOR 
GUARD HOWARD WALLEN AND JUN lOR FOR\A/ARD ARCH 
JOHNSON ••••• 
THE EAGLES TIED FOR THE 0-V-C CHAMPIONSHIP 
AND FINISHED WITH A RECORD OF 17-AND-9 ...... ##### 
/ 
• 
OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY RADIO-TV RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 606/783-3325 
SUBJECT: SPEECH, SCIENCE AND MUSIC FESTIVALS 
DATE 3-19-74 
TIME 35 SEC. 
ANNOUNCER: HUNDREDS OF HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS WILL BE 
VISITING THE MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY CAMPUS 
MARCH 29TH AND 30TH FOR REGIONAL SPEECH AND 
MUSIC FESTIVALS AND THE REGIONAL SCIENCE 
FAIR ••••• 
M-S-U IS HOSTING THE ANNUAL MOREHEAD 
REGIONAL SPEECH FESTIVAL ON FRIDAY--MARCH29lH~­
AND SATURDAY--MARCH 30TH ••••• 
THE EVENT IS SPONSORED BY THE KENT1CKY 
HIGH SCHOOL SPEECH LEAGUE ••••• 
MORE THAN 7 HUNDRED MUSICIANS FROM 16 
REGIONAL HIGH SCHOOLS WILL PERFORM MARCH 30TH 
IN THE ANNUAL K-M-E-A INSTRUMENTAL SOLO AND 
ENSEMBLE FESTIVAL--WITH ALL PERFORMANCES RATED 
BY A PANEL OF JUDGES ••••• 
THE REGIONAL SCIENCE FAIR WILL BE 
CONDUCTED SATURDAY--MARCH 30TH--AT THE 
LAUGHLIN HEALTH BUILDING ••••• ##### 
• 
) . . 
t 
OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY RADIO-TV RELEAS~ 
. MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 606/783-3325 
SUBJECT: COACHING CLINIC 
DATE 3-19-74 
. TIME 25 SEC. 
ANNOUNCER: ALL-AMERICAN RUNNING BACK ARCHIE GRIFFIN 
OF OHIO STATE WILL BE FEATURED THIS WEEKEND 
AT A HIGH SCHOOL COACHING CLINIC CONDUCTED BY 
THE MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY FOOTBALL 
STAFF ••••• 
THE CLINIC OPENS FRIDAY AFTERNOON AND 
WILL CONCLUDE SATURDAY WITH AN M-S-U P~ACTICE 
SESSION ••••• 
REGISTRATION FEE FOR THE CLINIC IS 10 
DOLLARS WHICH II~CLUDES T\110 MEALS AND A NIGHT 1S 
LODGING ..... 
THE CLINIC IS OPEN TO ANY HIGH SCHOOL OR 
JUNIOR HIGH COACH ••••• 
INFORMATION ON THE CLINIC IS AVAILABLE 
FROM THE MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY FOOTBALL 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY GRADUATES FROM 
NORTHERN KENTUCKY AND SOUTHERN OHIO WILL 
CONVERGE ON 'THE BEVERLY HILLS COUNTRY CLUB 
NEAR NEWPORT MARCH 29TH FOR THE ANNUAL ALUMNI 
GATHERING ••••• 
A DINNER SESSION WILL BE HOSTED BY STATE 
REPRESENTATIVE TERRY MCBRAYER OF GREENUP--
PRESIDENT OF THE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION ••••• 
M-S-U PRESIDENT AND MRS. ADRON DORAN WILL 
BE SPECIAL GUESTS AT THE DINNER WITH 
ENTERTAINMENT PROVIDED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF 
MUSIC ••••• 
TICKETS FOR THE ALUMNI GATHERING ARE 
FIVE DOLLARS AND ARE AVAILABLE FROM THE OFFICE 
OF ALUMNI AFFAIRS--MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY--




TELEPHONE:· AC 606/783-3325 
SUBJECT: MEDIA CONFERENCE 
1DATE: 3-21-74 
TIME: 45 SECONDS 
,ANNOUNCER: NEWS -MEDIA ·INFLUENCE ON AMERICAN. POLITICS 
AT THE NATIONAL--STATE AND LOCAL LEVELS WILL BE 
. 
EXAMINED DURING A COMMUNICATIONS CONFERENCE 
APRIL 4TH AT MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
FEATUR)NG C-B-S NEWS CORRESPONDENT DANIEL 
S'CHORR. • •.• 
SCHORR--AN EMMY AWARD WINNER FOR HIS 
COVERAGE OF WATERGATE-~WILL ADORES~ A 10:30 
A-M CONVOCATION IN M7S-U 1 S BUTTON AUDITORIUM~ .• 
GtHER SPECIAL GUESTS INCLUDE DON MILLS;-
EDITOR OF THE LEXINGTON HERALD--AND BOS 
JOHNSON NEWS DIRECTOR OF W-S~A-Z TELEVISION IN 
HUNTINGTON WEST VIRGINIA--AND NATIONAL 
PRESIDENT OF THE RADIO AND TELEVISION NEWS 
DIRECTORS ASSOCIATION •••••• 
THE CONFERENCE THEME IS 11 TRIUMPH AND . . 
TRAGEDY--THE NEWS MEDIA AND AMERICAN 
POLITICS 11 ••• ~ •• 
THE DAY LONG CONFERENCE IS OPEN TO HIGH 
SCHOOL AND COLLEGE STUDENTS AND MEMBER~ OF THE 
NEWS MEDIA.. .• • .• • • 
###Y 'JJ! II 111{111 
• OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION 
~-- MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY RADIO-TV RELEASE 
_'::... /MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
- TELEPHONE: AC 606/783-3325 
--- --------·-------. 
SUBJECT: MISS MSU PAGEANT U~~ 
DATE: 3-21-74 
___ T_I ME~ __ J_f:'__~_f:..,j ___________ ____ ~------ ____ _ 
ANNOUNCER: l MIKE REID--~ CINCINNATI BENGALS 
ALL-PRO DEFENSIVE TACKLE-- IS AMONG THE CELEBRATIES 
. I I APPEARING AT THIS YEARS MISS MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSI'I 
i SCHOLARSHIP PAGEANT~k\"~11.. JvtA t\NC Lf~ 
I LREID HAS BEEN CALLED THE QUICKEST LINEMAN. IN 
I PRO FOOTBALL AND IS CONSIDERED ONE OF THE TOP 
i 
1 PASS RUSHERS IN THE GAME ..... 
I_ IN A~DITION TO BEING AN OUTSTANDING FOOTBALL 
I PLAYER-- REID IS ALSO AN ACCOMPLIGHED MUSICIAN WHO 
t HAS PLAYED THE PIANO IN NUMEROUS GUEST APPEARENCES 
i 
1 
WITH THE ONCINNATI SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA,,, ••. 
FIVE JUDGES CONSIDERING BEAUT~EN; AND 
I -~· - COEDS TO 
FIND A SUCCESSOR TO THE CURRENT MISS M-S-U --MARSHA 
i ... 
i I GRIFFITH OF GREENUP ••••• 
! LHALF OF THE CONTESTANTS WILL PRESENT THEIR-
I TALENT THE FIRST NIGHT WHILE THE OTHERS ARE JUDGED IN 
! 
I SWIMSUIT AND EVENING GOWN COMPETITION,,,, •• 
l 
\ LTHE MISS M-S-U PAGEANT IS AN OFFICIAL PRELIMINARY 
I TO. THE MISS KENTUCKY SCHOLARSHIP PAGEANT--WHICH 
\ 
; SENDS ITS- WINNER TO THE MISS AMERICA PAGEANT IN 
; 
1 A TLANT.IC CITY,,,,,######## 
OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
RADIO-TV RELEASE 
TELEPHONE: AC 606/783-3325 
SUBJECT: SCIENCE FAIR 
DATE: 3-22-74 
TIME: 30 SEC. 
ANNOUNCER: NEARLY 500 CONTESTANTS FROM 22 COUNTIES 
ARE EXPECTED TO ENTER THE.ELEVENTH ANNUAL 
NORTH EAST KENTUCKY REGIONAL SCIENCE FAIR ••••• 
THE EVENT WILL TAKE PLACE ON THE CAMPUS 
OF MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY ON MARCH 30TH •.•• 
ELEMENTARY--JUNIOR HIGH AND HIGH SCHOOL 
PROJECTS WILL BE OPEN TO THE PUBLIC FROM 2 
TILL 5 P-M AT THE LAUGHLIN HEALTH BU!LDING •.•. 
TROPHiES ARE AWARDED FOR THE BEST 
PROJECTS IN BIOLOGY--CHEMISTRY--GEOSCIENCE 
AND PHYSICS ••••• 
M-S-U AWARDS TWO ACADEMIC SCHOLARSHIPS 
TO HIGH SCHOOL SENIORS WITH OUTSTANDING 
EXHIBITS, •••• ###### 
OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
RADIO-TV RELEASE 
TELEPHONE; AC 606/783-3325 
SUBJECT: EASTER SEALS 
DATE: 3-22-74 
TIME: 0 SE • 
ANNOUNCER: 11WE WALK FOR THOSE \-IHO CAN 1 T11 IS THE 
SLOGAN OF LAMBDA CHI ALPHA FRATERNITY AT 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY ••••• 
ITS MEMBERS ARE PREPARING FOR THEIR 
ANNUAL 50-MILE HIKE TO BENEFIT THF KENTUCKY 
EASTER SEAL SOCIETY ••••• 
THE MARCHERS BEGIN SATURDAY MORNING 
MARCH 30TH IN MAYSVILLE WITH FRATERNITY 
MEMBERS TAKING TURNS WALKING AND COLLECTING 
ALONG THE ROUTE--WHICH INCLUDES THE CITIES OF 
MAYSVILLE--FLEMINGSBURG AND MOREHEAD ••••• 
THE FRATERNITY COLLECTED 28 HUNDRED 
DOLLARS LAST YEAR AND IS AIMING FOR A GOAL 
OF 3 THOUSAND DOLLARS THIS YEAR 'W'i\'\'1'1'## • • ... • fro 1t1 f 1111 
OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
RADIO-TV RELEASE 
TELEPHONE: .. AC 6G6/i83-3325 
SUBJECT: CATTLE SALE 
DATE: 3-26-74 
TIME: 30 SEC. 
ANNOUNCER: THE OHIO VALLEY ANGUS ASSOCIATION IS 
CONDUCTING ITS ANNUAL SPRING SALE SATURDAY--
APRIL 6TH AT MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY •••••• 
THE SALE WILL BE HELD ON THE UNIVERSITY 
FARM LOCATED ON ROUTE 377 NORTH OF MOREHEAD ••••• 
THE SALE STARTS AT NOON AND IS THE FIRST 
PUREBRED CATTLE SALE IN ROWAN COUNTY HISTORY •.• 
AN ANGUS FORUM AND BANQUET ARE SCHEDULED 
APRIL 5TH AT THE MOREHEAD HOLIDAY INN •• _,BOTH 
ARE OPEN TO THE PUBLIC ••••• 
THE FORUM IS DESIGNED TO ASSIST ANGUS 
BREEDERS BY IMPROVING PERFORMANCE--TESTING 
AND MERCHANDISING ••••• ###### 
/ OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
. ;oo 





_ ;;,,c:~;!: ~~: _______ Hi;:~.,..,.' 
I. 
ANNOUNCER: 
1 ~ I 
!, L MISS ~MERIC~~73-TERRY ANNE MEEUWSEN (MEW-SUN) 
:AND MISS KENTUCK1ff973-LYDA LEWIS WILL BE FEATURED 
i 
! DURING THE 1974 MISS M-S-U SCHOLARSHIP PAGEANT 4lllia 
~APRIL l:'D AND 48TH AT MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY !!-.....0:~ 
I COMPETITION BEGINS' AT 7:30 EACH 
I EVENING IN BUTTON AUDITORIUM ••••• 
' : I MISS ~E~UWSEN WILL BE FEATURED WEDNESDA ~ 
! • • . 
\NIGHT AND MISS LEWIS BOTH NIGHTS OF THE PAGEANT •••• ,, i .. 
i MISS MEEUWSEN HAS PERFORMED WITH THE 
-Y MINSTRELS FOR TWO YEARS AND---APPEARED 




/ Missl L:;:wis.._ --A 1970 GRADUATE oF MOREHEAD !. STATE UNIVERSITY--. IS A ... SP]j:CIAL EDUCATION 
' I 
!TEACHER IN LOUISVILLE., ••• ,, 
; \FIVE JUDGES CQNSIDERni!J. BEAUTY--TALENT AND 
\ l,ii£ ;. -
~POISE WILL CHOOSE A SUCCEss@ TO THE CURRENT MISS 
i . 
!M-S-U -- MARSHA GRIFFITH OF GREENUf'.,,,. 
: =~!!&~ fF!li@:¥llt!lhiii!ti~~M~_,.., 
• 
..aJ : \'""""" q@J!::S TICKETS ARE ON SALE AT THE ADRONResdlll! 
DORAN UNIV:ER SITY CENTER •.... ALL SEATS AR~ 
. . ~~~~ 
_, 
OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY RADIO-TV RELEASE 
MO~EHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 606/783-3325 
SUBJECT: NATIONAL SCIENCE GRANT 
DATE 3-27-74 
TIME 30 SEC. 
ANNOUNCER: MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY HAS RECEIVED 
A GRANT FROM THE NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION 
TO CONDUCT A 3-\A/EEK SOCIAL STUDIES WORKSHOP 
THIS SUMNER ••••• 
THE GRANT--TOTALING ALNOST 20 THOUSAND 
DOLLARS--WILL ENABLE 25 HIGH SCHOOL TEACHERS 
TO ATTEND THE SESS I Oi~ FROfvl JULY 8TH TO THE 
26TH ••••• 
THEY WILL BE INTRODUCED TO NEW SOCIAL 
STUDIES CURRICULUM MATERIALS AND KECEIVE 
SUPPLIES TO CONDUCT PILOT PROGRAMS IN THEIR 
SCHOOLS DURING THE 1974-75 SCHOOL YEAR ••••• 
PARTICIPANTS WILL RECEIVE ONE HUNDRED 
AND 80 DOLLARS FOR EXPENSES WITH TUITION AND 
TRANSPORTATION ALSO BEING PAID ••••• 
THE \.1/0RKSHOP CARRIES 3 HOURS OF GRADUATE 
CREDIT ••••• APPLICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE FROM 
DR. PAUL RANDOLPH--U-P-0 720--M-S-U--
MOREHEAD--KENTUCKV--40351 •••••••• ######### 
' 
OFFICE OB PUBLIC INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY RADIO-TV RELEASE 




TIME 30 SEC. 
ANNOUNCER: MORE THAN 5 HUNDRED HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS 
WILL BE COMPETING FRIDAY--APRIL 5TH IN THE 
ANNUAL F-F-A FIELD DAY AT MOREHEAD STATE 
UNIVERSITY ••••• 
STUDENTS FROM 24 CHAPTERS OF THE FUTURE 
FARMERS OF AMERICA .WILL REPRESENT THE EASTERN 
KENTUCKY FEDERATION •••••• 
THEY WILL TAKE PART IN CONTESTS 
RELATING TO AGRICULTURE ••••••••• 
M-S-U PRESIDENT ADRON DO~AN WILL WELCOME-
THE GROUP REPRESENTING 21 EASTERN KENTUCKY 
COUNTIES ••••••• 
THE DISTRICT COMPETITION LEADS TO THE 
STATEWIDE CONTEST THIS SUMMER AT THE STATE 
F-F-A CONVENTION ••••• 
MOREHEAD STATE HAS HOSTED THE PROGRAM 




OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY RADIO-TV RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 606/783-3325 
SUBJECT: LYMAN V. GINGER 
DATE 3-29-74 
TIME 30 SEC. 
ANNOUNCER: KENTUCKY SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENT--LYMAN 
GINGER--IS ADVISING ALL FUTURE TEACHERS TO 
REMAIN IN KENTUCKY ••••• 
SPEAKING AT A BANQUET OF KAPPA DELTA PI 
HELD AT MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY--DOCTOR 
GINGER SAID THE CLIMATE FOR EDUCATION IS 
EXCELLENT AND T~AT THE RECENTLY-ADJOURNED 
LEGISLATURE HAD A MOST FAVORABLE ATTITUDE 
TOWARD EDUCATION AT ALL LEVELS IN KENTUCKY .•••• 
DOCTOR GINGER ALSO PRAISED THE 
LEGISLATURE FOR CREATING ELEVEN HUNDRED 
ADDITIONAL SPECIAL EDUCATION CLASSES--AND. 
ALLOTING 20 MILLION DOLLARS FOR CONSTRUCTION 
OF VOCATIONAL SCHOOLS ••••• 
HE ALSO MENTIONED THAT PUBLIC SCHOOL 
TEACHERS WILL RECEIVE RAISES OF 7 AND 9 PER 
CENT WITHIN THE NEXT 2 YEARS •.•••• //A'Ht¥/1//,\'H### 
• 
OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY RADIO-TV RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 606/783-3325 
SUBJECT: COMMUNICATIONS CONFERENCE 
DATE 4-1 -74 
TIME 35 SEC. 
ANNOUNCER: C-B-S NEWS CORRESPONDENT. DANIEL SCHORR 
WILL BE FEATURED THIS THURSDAY AT MOREHEAD 
STATE UNIVERSITY 1 S COMMUNICATIONS CONFERENCE ...... 
HUNDREDS OF HIGH SCHOOL AND COLLEGE 
STUDENTS WILL BE ATTENDING THE CONFERENCE TO 
THE INTERACTION OF NEWS MEDIA AND AMERICAN 
POLITICS ••••• 
SCHORR--WHO WOi~ AN EMMY AWARD FOR HIS 
- COVERAGE OF WATERGATE--\</ ILL ADDRESS A MORN lNG 
CONVOCATION AND PARTICIPATE IN DISCUSSIONS 
THAT AFTERNOON ••••• 
OTHER GUESTS INCLUDE DON MILLS--EDITOR 
OF THE LEXINGTON HERALD--AND BOS JOHNSON--
NEWS DIRECTOR OF W-S-A-Z TELEVISION AND 
PRESIDENT OF THE RADIO TELEVISION NE\.-IS 
DIRECTORS ASSOCIATION ••••• 
THE DAY-LONG CONFERENCE STARTS AT 10:30 
A-M WITH SCHORR 1 S MAIN ADDRESS IN BUTTON 
AUDITORIUM ON THE M-S-U CAMPUS ••••• ######### 
' 
' 
OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY RAD.IO-TV RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 403.5l 
TELEPHONE: ·606/783-3325 
SUBJECT: TEACHERS CONFERENCE 
DATE 4-1-74 
TIME 25 SEC. 
ANNOUNCER: . DOCTOR LYMAN GINGER--KENTUCKY 
SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION~-IS 
ADDRESSING A SUPERVISING TEACHERS CONFERENCE 
THIS SATURDAY AT MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY ••••• 
ABOUT 2 HUNDRED AND 50 SUPERVISING 
TEACHERS ARE EXPECTED TO ATTEND THE SESSION 
AT M-S-U'S UNIVERSITY BRECKINRIDGE SCHOOL ••••• 
. . 
DOCTOR GINGER'S TOPIC WILL BE "EDUCATIONAL 
ACHIEVEMENTS OF THE 1974 LEGISLATURE"••••• • 
HIGHLIGHT OF THE DAY-LONG ACTIVITIES 
WILL BE A NOON LUNCHEON IN THE ADRON DORAN 
UNIVERSITY CENTER~ •••• NN#### 
OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
SUBJECT: MEDIA CONFERENCE 
. DATE.· 4-4-74 · 
TIME; 35 SEC •. 
. . 
ANNOUNCER: C-B-S .NEWSMAN DANIEL SCHORR WAS THE 
FEATURED SPEAKER THU~SDAY AT A COMMUNICATIONS 
. . 
CONFERENCE HELD AT MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY ••••• 
~ ' . 
~ " . 
·.· . . . .. 
: .\.' 
.. · .. 
SPEAKING AT A MORNING CONVOCATION SCHORR 
. SAID THAT THE IMPEACHM£NT PROCESS AGAINS~ 
PRESIDENT NIXON SHOULD CONTINUE ••••• 
• • f . . . . 
. . SCHORR~..,~.WI:IO';RECHVED ·'oAf•LEMMlFAWARD' FOR HIS 
. . -: ,_ .... ~--·\·· ~- -. . . . --~- . 
.. . . . . . . 
COVERAGE OF WATERGATE 'AND WHOSE NAME· APPEARED 
ON THE-WHITE .HOUSE MEDIA ENEMY UST-.,. ADDRESSES 
MORE THAN ONE THOUSAND-PERSONS AT THE 
CONFERENCE ••••• · . ' 
.... . . 
SCHORR SAIQ'THAT HE IS NOT EMBITTERED BY 
BEING INVESTIGATEO BY THE F-B-1 OR BEING ON. 
~-· . . .•.. __ , 
THE WHITE HOUSE· 'Lr'ST. •••• HE SA.li:i' HE IS PROUD 
OF NEWS MEDIA'S ROLE AS A SURROGATE PROSECUTOR . . • 
IN WATER,GATE •• ·~ •.• · · . . . . . 
HE WENT ON TO ·sAY THAT NOW WATERGATE IS . 
IN THE HANDS OF.THE COURfS·THE PRESS SHOULD 






OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KY 4035L 
RADIO-TV RELEASE . . . 
TELEPHONE 606/783-3325 
SUBJECT: SPRING FOOTBALL 
DATE: 4-8-74 
TI~E:35 SEC. 
ANNOUNCER: THE :MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY EAGLES .... -· .. - - " I 1 
COACH ROY TERRY SAYS THE TEAM NEEDS 
CONSIDERABLE IMPROVEMENT BEFORE THE SEASON 
OPENS THIS FALL •••••• 
THE EAGLES DID NOT PLAY A SPRING GAME--
AND THIS DISSAPOINTED TERRY •••••• 
HE SAID HIS SQUAD WANTED TO PLAY THE 
, ANNUAL BLUE-GOLD GAME BUT DID NOT HAVE· 
' ENOUGH HEALTHY PLAYERS AND THE STADIUM 
TURF WAS BEING RECONDITIONED •••••••• 
TERRY SAID SENIOR QUARTERBACK 
ALEX BRAWNER MADE A GOOD SHOWING AT 
PRACTICE BEFORE SUFFERING A CRACKED RIB •••• 
HE HANDLED THE BALL WELL AND HAS IMPROVED 
HIS PASSING GAME •••• 
M,.S -U ·· WILL BE ATTEMPTING TO IMPROVE 
ON LAST SEASON'S 6-AND-5 RECORD AND A 
4-AND-3 MARK IN THE OHIO VALLEY 
CONFERENCE •••••••• • #,¥HNHH,\',\'### 
• 
OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 4035L 
SUBJECT: LIBRARIAN CONFERENCE 
DATE: 4-8-74 
RADIO-TV RELEASE 
TELEPHONE: AC 606/783-3325 
". TIME; 20 SEC 
ANNOUNCER: MORE THAN 3 HUNDRED PERSONS ARE 
EXPECTED TO ATTEND THE ANNUAL MEETING OF THE 
EASTERN KENTUCKY STUDENT LIBRARIANS 
ASSOCIATION APRIL 26TH AT'MOREHEAD STATE 
UNIVERSITY •••••••••• 
>· THE THEME OF THE DAY LONG CONFERENCE 
IS 11 GETTING IT ALL TOGETHER AT THE MEDIA 
·cENTE~·1 ••••••••••••• 
THE CONFERENCE WILL BE HELD AT UNIVERSITY 
BRECKINRIDGE SCHOOL LOCATED ON THE M-S-U 
CAMPUS VVVVVVV"VV • • • • • • • • • • el I I I I lilt/ I 
. 
' OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORHATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
RADIO-TV RELEASE 
TELEPHONE: AC 606/783-3325 
SUBJECT: BUS I NESS EDUCATION CONFERENCE 
DATE: 4/9/74 
TlfvlE: 30 SEC. 
ANNOUNCER: MORE THAN 3 HUNDRED TEACHERS ARE 
EXPECTED TO ATTEND A BUS I nESS EDUCATION 
CONFERENCE THIS MONTH AT MOREHEAD STATE 
UNIVERSITY ••••• 
THE DAY-LONG PROGRAH ON APRIL 26TH 
OPENS WITH REGISTRATION AND A WELCOME BY 
M-S-IJ PRES I DEIH ADRON DORAN ••••• 
DOCTOR MILDRED HILLESTAD OF OHIO 
STATE UI~IVERSITY WILL PRESENT NE\t·l IDEAS IN 
TEACH'ING AND SHORTHAI~D--AI~D DOCTOR OTTO 
SANTOS WILL DISCUSS OFFICE SIMULATION 
MATERIALS IN THE SECOND MORNING SESSION ••••• 
AT A NOON LUNCHEON DOCTOR HIL~ESTAD 
WILL DISCUSS THE FUTURE OF BUSINESS--WITH A 
TOUR OF THE M-S-U DEPARTMENT OF BUSINESS 
EDUCATION SCHEDULED IN THE AlfTERNOOI~ ••••• ##W 
t 
OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
RADIO-TV RELEASE 





FISCAL TRAINING PROGRAfvt 
4-10-74 
35 SEC. 
A 1973 GRADUATE OF MOREHEAD STATE 
UNIVERSITY HAS BEEN NAMED coCtRDINATOR O'F 
fvt-S-U 1S FISCAL TRAINING PROGRAM FOR LOCAL 
GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS IN EASTERN KENTUCKY ••••• 
DON EVANS--A RESIDENT OF MOREHEAD--
IS WORKING WITH JUDGES AND TREASURERS IN 15 
COUNTIES--AND MAYORS AND CITY CLERKS IN 29 
MUNICIPALITIES UNDER A GRANT FROM THE U-S 
DEPARTMENT 0 F HEALTH- -EDUCATION AND I~EL FARE. ••••• 
THE PROJECT IS A COOPERATIVE 
VENTURE INVOLVING M-S-U AND THE GATEWAY--
FIVECO AND BUFFALO TRACE AREA DEVE~OPMENT 
DISTRICTS ••••• 
THE PROJECT IS HEADOUARTED ON THE 
UNIVERSITY CAMPUS AND SERVES BRACKEN--MASON--
ROBERTSON--FLEMING--MORGAN--MENIFEE--ELLIOTT--
CARTER--GREENUP-•LEWIS~-BOYD--LAWRENCE-­
IviONTGOMERY--ROWAN AI~D BATH COUNTIES ..... ##### 
.......... .._ __ .,. 
.I 
OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY RADIO-TV RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 606/783-3325 
SUBJECT: VETS MEETING 
DATE 4-11-74 
TIME 30 SEC. 
ANNOUNCER: DELEGATES REPRESENTING SOME 5 THOUSAND 
COLLEGIATE VETERANS WILL BE ATTENDING THE 
SPRING MEETING OF THE KENTUCKY COLLEGIATE 
VETERANS ASSOCIATION AT MOREHEAD STATE 
Ul~ IVERS I TY ••••• 
THE lvJ-S-U VETERANS CLUB IS HOST lNG THE 
EVENT APRIL 19TH AND 20TH ••••• 
STATE REPRESENTATIVE LARRY HOPKINS--
OF LEXINGTON--WILL BE THE FEATURED SPEAKER 
AT A LUNCHEON ON THE 19TH AT THE ADRON DORM! 
UNIVERSITY CENTER ••••• 
STEVE BANDURA OF EASTERN KENTUCKY 
UNIVERSITY IS PRESIDENT OF THE K-C-V-A AND 
BOB SMOOT OF MOREHEAD IS VICE PRESIDENT •••• ###; 




OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
RADIO-TV RELEASE 
TELEPHONE: 606/783-3325 
;~UBJECT: SYMPHONY BAND TOUR 
DATE: ··4-l5~74 
TIME: 30 S C. 
ANNOUNCER: THE MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY BAND--CONDUCTED 
BY DOCTOR ROBERT HAWKINS--IS PRESENTING A CONCERT 
FRIDAY APRIL 26TH AT TRANSYLVANIA U~IVERSITY IN 
LEXINGTON. • • • • 
THE 8-15 P-M PROGRAM IN HAGGIN AUDITORIUM IS 
FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC. ·-·· ••• 
THE CONCERT OPENS WITH 11 FANFARE''--WHICH INCLUD( 
11 M-S-U 74' 1--11 MY OLD KENTUCKY HOME 11 --AND 11 AMERICA. -·- ~~ -.-
THE BEAUT I FUL11 • • • • • 
~ARLE LOUDER--THE ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR OF BANDS--
WILL NARRATE 11 0UR KENTUCKY HERITAGE 11 WHICH IS A 
SALUTE TO DANIEL BOONE--STEPHEN FOSTER--THE . . 
KENTUCKY DERBY AND ABRAHAM LINCOLN ••••• 
LOUDER AND ROBERJ SCHIETROMA (SHA-TRO-MA)--
ASSOCIATE CONDUCTOR OF BANDS--WILL BE THE FEATURED 
SOLOISTS ••••• HHHNNHH 
OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
, MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY RADIO-TV RELEASE 






MSU SPRING SPORTS 
4-15-74 
30 SEC. 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 1 S SPRING SPORTS 
TEAMS PROVED THERE IS TRUTH IN THE ADAGE THAT 
PLAYING AT HOME DOES MAKE A DIFFERENCE •••• , 
M-S-U 1 S BASEBALL EAGLES WON 2 OF 3 HOME 
GAMES LAST WEEK BEFORE SPLITING A DOUBLEHEADER 
AT EASTERN KENTUCKY ••••• 
THE SPLIT AGAINST E-K-U DROPPED THE EAGLES 
TO ONE-AND-3 IN THE OHIO VALLEY CONFERENCE AND 
LEFT THEIR OVERALL MARK AT 8-AND-7 •••.• 
THE M-S-U TENNIS TEAM DEFEATED MORRIS 
HARVEY AT HOME AND THEN DROPPED ROAD MATCHES 
TO WESTERN KENTUCKY AND MURRAY STATE ••••• 
THE EAGLE NETTERS ARE 3-AND-6 ON THE 
SEASON ••••• 
M-S-U 1 S TRACK TEAivJ HAD ITS BEST OUTING OF 
THE SEASON IN AN 88 TO 57 WIN OVER MARSHALL ••••• 
FRESHMAN MIKE MARKSBURY ESTABLISHED A NEW 
SCHOOL RECORD IN THE SHOT PUT WITH A HEAVE OF 
52 FEET ••••• ######### 
·--~ ·-~- OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY RADIO-TV RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, KY 4035L 
TELEPHONE: AC 606/783-3325 
SUBJECT: WRITERS WORKSHOP 
DATE : 4/ lJ.CJ/74 
TIME: 40 SEC 
ANNOUNCER: KENTUCKY POET LAUREATE JESSIE STUART 
AND NOVELIST HOLLIS SUMMERS ARE AMONG THE 
LITERARY FIGURES TEACHING AT MOREHEAD STATE . 
UNIVERSITY NEXT MONTH IN THE M'-S'-U WRITERS 
WORKSHOP ••••••••. 
THE WORKSHOP STARTS MAY 20TH AND ENDS 
JUNE 7TH ••••• 
IT IS BEING OFFERED DURING M-S-U 1S 3-WEEK 
INTERSESSION AND WILL CONSIST OF TWO COURSES--
CREATIVE WRITING AND NON-FICTION PROSE •••••• 
THE WORKSHOP CARRIES THREE HOURS OF 
UNDERGRADUATE OR GRADUATE CREDIT AND IS 
DESIGNED FOR BOTH EXPERIENCED AND INEXPERIENCED 
WRITERS ••••• 
ALSO ON THE WORKSHOP FACULTY IS CREASON--
COLUMINIST FOR THE COURIER-JOURNAL •••••• 
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION IS AVAILABLE FROM 
DOCTOR DONALD CUMMINGHAM AT MOREHEAD STATE 
UN IVERS lTV--MOREHEAD KENTUCKY--40351 ••••• ##h'A'i/.1'//# 
OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
RADIO-TV RELEASE ~ 
L.ora. / 
AC 606/783-332~---l~ilJ TELEPHONE: 
SUBJECT :RELIGIOUS EMPHASIS WEEIK ~ 
_ f I i{(f~~~~-s~:~-~~----- ____ ::::1~~~~_:_ _________________________ _ 
ANNOUNCER: LA POPUL~ GOSPEL - SINGING GROUP AND A THEOLOGY 
PIDFESSOR WHO DISCUSSES DE~iOl\fS .'\.Noiiii.-WITCHCRAFT 
ARE THE TOP ATTRACTIONS IN THIS YEAR'S RELIGIOUS 
E!-~PHASAS WEEK .1'\.T MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY ••••• 
dtla '-..M'S/ 
/THE EVEN%~ SPONSORED BY THE M-S-U CONCERT 
AND LECTURE SERIES AND THE C~PUS MINISTERS 
ASSOCIATION ••••• 
I L ACTIVITIES • START :-•TEDNESD~ APRIL 24~ 
I
I AN 8 P-M CONCERT IN WETHERBY GYMNASIUM BY .... 1: ANDRAE 
CROUCH ~D THE DICIPLES--ACCLAIMED BY~GA~INE •1\.S THE 
! 
i THE 
, PROFESSOR OF PHILOSOPHY AT THE SOUTHWESTERN BAPTIST .1!!11111• 
~!NARY AT FORT WORTH TEXAS ••••• 
I L HIS TOPIC WILL BE "WITCHCRAFT--THE OCCULT AND THE 
j DEMONIC IN THE CONTEMPORARY STUDENT WORLD" •••. 
! 
' 
ARE FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC ••••• ##I 
f 
OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
SUBJECT: MSU BASEBALL 
DATE: 4-22-74 
TIME: 30 SEC. 
ANNOUNCER: 
RADIO-TV RELEASE 
TELEPHONE: AC 606/783-3325 
• 
r 
OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY RADIO-TV RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 606/783-3325 
SUBJECT: SPECIAL OLYMPICS 
DATE 4-22-74 
TIME 30 SEC. 
ANNOUNCER: MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY IS HOSTING THE 
EASTERN KENTUCKY SPECIAL OLYMPICS THIS SATURDAY 
AT JA~NE STADIUM AND LAUGHLIN HEALTH BUILDING 
STARTING AT 9 A-M CENTRAL TIME ••••• 
SPECIAL OLYMPICS IS A PROGRAM OF SPORTS 
TRAINING Ai~D ATHLETIC COMPETITION FOR MENTALLY 
HANDICAPPED CHILDREN AND ADULTS,,,,,PARTICIPANTS 
ARE ASSIGNED TO COMPETITIVE DIVISIONS ACCORDING 
TO ABILITY ••••• EVEN CHILDREN IN THE LOWEST 
DIVISIONS CAN ADVANCE TO THE NATIONAL FINALS ••• .'. 
THE PURPOSE OF THE SPECIAL OLYMPICS IS TO 
ASSIST IN THE PHYSICAL--SOCIAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE MENTALLY HANDICAPPED ••••• THE 



























OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 







MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY AND . . - .,. -
MURRAY STATE ARE MEETING FOR THE 
SECOND CONSECUTIVE YEAR TO DECIDE THE 
OHIO VALLEY CONfERENCE BASEBALL 
CHAMPIONSHIP ••••••• 
THE EAGLES AND THE RACERS MET IN 
THE BEST OF THREE SERIES LAST YEAR AT 
MOREHEAD--AND THE HOMESTANDING EAGLES 
WON THE TITLE ••••• 
THE TWO TEAMS MEET AGAIN FRIDAY 
AT MURRAY FOR A DOUBLEHEADER AND A 
SINGLE GAME ON SATURDAY IF NECESSARY •••• 
MOREHEAD STATE ADVANCED TO THE 
CHAMPIONSHIP BY DEFEATING TENNESSEE TECH 
6-T0-3 LAST SATURDAY FOR THE EASTERN 
DIVISION TITLE ••••••• 
MURRAY STATE DEFEATED MIDDLE 
TENNESSEE 7-T0-2 TO CLAIM THE 
WESTERN DIVISION CROWN •••••• 
' ---- ,__, 0 FF ICE 0 F PUBLIC II~ FORMAT I ON 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
RADIO-TV REI EAS£: 
TELEPHONE- 606/783-3325 
SUBJECT: SPRING COMMENCEMENT 
DATE: 5-1-74 













MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY PRESIDENT 
ADRON DORAN WILL AWARD DIPLOMAS TO 
NEARLY ELEVEN HUNDRED DEGREE CANDIDATES 
DURING SPRING COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES ON 
SUNDAY JUNE 12TH •••••• 
WESTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY 
PRESIDENT DERO DOWNING IS THE FEATURED 
SPEAKER AND WILL R[CEIVE AN HONORARY 
DOCTOR OF HUMANITIES DEGREE •••••• 
ALSO RECEIVING AN HONORARY 
DOCTORATE lt/1 LL BE TERRY HERNDON 
EXECUTIVE SECRETARY OF THE NATIONAL 
EDUCATION ASSOCIATION •••••• 
THE COMMENCEMENT LIST INCLUDES 76 
ASSOCIATE DEGREES--8 HUNDRED AND 33 
BACHELORS DEGREES AND ONE HUNDRED AND 
83 MASTER 1 S DEGREES •••••• 
THE 3 P.M. CEREMONY AT WETHERBY 





OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORI"lATION 
l"lOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY RADIO-TV RELEASE 
MOREHEAD , KY 40351 
TELEPHONE 606/783-3325 
SUBJECT: SUMMER CLASSES 
DATE: 5-1-74 
TIHE: 30 SEC 
ANNOUNCER: MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY HAS ANNOUNCED 
ITS SCHEDULE OF SUMHER CLASSES •••••••• 
HAY 20TH IS THE OPENING DAY OF M-S-U'S 
I NTERSESS I ON A 3 -WEEK 11 M IN I -MESTER" •••••• 
THE 8-WEEK SUHMER TERM BEGINS MONDAY 
JUNE lOTH WITH REGISTRATION AND CLASSES 
START JUNE 12TH •••••••• 
THE REGULAR SUMMER SESSION ENDS AUGUST 
3RD WITH COMHENCEMENT ON AUGUST FIRST ••••• 
M-S-U ALSO OFFERS A 2-WEEK POST SESSION 
STARTING AUGUST 5TH ••••• 
THE SUMMER CALENDAR INCLUDES MORE THAN 
50 CAMPS--CONFERENCES--INSTITUTES--SEMINARS AND 
WORKSHOPS ••••••• 
THE SUMMER SCHEDULE OF CLASSES MAY BE 
OBTAINED FROM THE DIRECTOR OF ADI"liSSIONS--
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY--MOREHEAD KENTUCKY--
4 0 3 5 1 \l!!ll\lll!!\11111 - - - - ••••••••• Titlll ltJrffH 
1 -~·OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
RADIO-TV RELCASE 
TELEPHONE: AC 606/783-3325 
) 
) 
SUBJECT: ALUMNI AWARDS BANQUET 
DATE: 5/2/74 
TIME: 30 SEC. 
ANNOUNCER: THE MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION IS CONDUCTING ITS ANNUAL 
AWARDS BANQUET ON SATURDAY-IvJAY 11TH .. oo .. 
STATE REPRESENTATIVE TERRY MCBRAYER 
OF GREENUP COUNTY WILL BE THE MASTER OF 
1 CEREMONIES oo oo. 
I MCBRAYER IS THE OUTGOING PRESIDENT 
OF THE M-S-U ALUMNI ASSOCIATION •.••• HE IS 
BEING SUCCEEDED BY CUSTER REYNOLDS--CHAIRMAN 
OF THE DIVISION·OF EDUCATION AND PSYCHOLOGY 
AT ASBURY COLLEGE ••••• 
HIGHLIGHT OF THE BANQUET WILL BE 
I THE PRESENTATION OF THE DISTINGUISHED ALUMNUS 
I AND OUTSTANDING FACULTY MEMBER AWARDS .... 0 
I A RECEPTION BEGINS AT 5-30 P-M IN 
1 THE NEW ALUMNI CENTER WITH THE BANQUET 
I 
' SCHEDULED FOR 7 P~M IN THE BALLROOM OF THE 
ADRON DORAN UNIVERSITY CENTER ••••• 
TICKETS ARE 3 DOLLARS EACH AND MAY 
BE ORDERED FROM THE M-S-U ALUMNI OFFICE ••••• ### 
OFFI"t"E OF PUBLIC INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351' 
RADIO-TV RELEASE 
TELEPHONE: AC 606/783-3325 
SUBJECT: SCIENCE FOUNDATION GRANT 
DATE: 5/4/74 . 
. TIME: 35 SEC, 
ANNOUNCER: ··.,.- MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSI"TY HAS RECEIVED A 
GRANT FROM THE NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION TOTALING 
MORE THAN 36 THOUSAND DOLLARS,,,,, 
THE MONEY WILL BE USED TO FINANCE A 6-WEEK 
SUMMER PROGRAM FOR 40 EASTERN KENTUCKY HIGH.SCHOOL 
SCIENCE TEACHERS,,,,, 
THE SESSION !S SCHEDULED JUNE 17TH THROUGH 
JULY 26TH AND IS DESIGNED TO TRAIN AND ASSIST 
TEACHERS IN THE PROPER TECHNIQUES FOR IMPLEMENTING 
A LABORATORY-ORIENTED SCIENCE PROGRAM,,,,. 
PARTICIPANTS WILL RECEIVE SIX SEMESTER 
HOURS OF GRADUATE CREDIT AND AN ALLOWANCE OF 4 
HUNDRED AND 50 DOLLARS ••••• 
THE PROGRAM WILL BE INDIVIDUALIZED SO 
TEACHERS RECEI"VE INSTRUCTION UNIQUE TO THEIR 
TEACHING SITUATIONS ••••• 
MORE INFORMATION ON THE WORKSHOP CAN BE 
OBTAINED FROM DOCTOR CARL RAMEY AT MOREHEAD STATE 
UNIVERSITY --MOREHEAD KENTUCKY- -4-0-3-5-1 '·· ••• 
\.. 







" I:OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
'MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY RADIO-TV RELEASE 
i[MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY -4-0351 
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. .. ·~··--· 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY BASEBALL COACH 
SONNY ALLEN IS DISAPPOINTED BUT NOT DISPLEASED 
WITH M-S-U'S SECOND PLACE FINISH IN THE OHIO 
VALLEY CONFERENCE ••••• 
THE EAGLES LOST A BEST-OF-3 PLAYOFF 
SERIES TO MURRAY STATE LAST WEEKEND--AS THE 
RACERS SUCCEEDED THEM AS CHAMPS ••••• 
MURRAY STATE DEFEATED THE EAGLES 6-TO-ONE 
IN THE FIRST GAME AND 3-T0-2 IN THE 
NIGHTCAP ••••• 
COACH ALLEN SAID LATER THAT HE WAS 
DISAPPOINTED THE EAGLES DIDN'T RETAIN THE 
TITLE BUT STILL FELT M-S-U HAD A GOOD YEAR 






OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMAl ION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY RADIO-TV RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
























5 .. 7-74 
40 SEC. 
FOUR GUARDS AND A FORWARD ARE THE FIRST 
RECRUITS OF MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
BASKETBALL COACH JACK SCHALOW ••••• 
SCHALOW--WHO WAS APPOINTED HEAD COACH 2 
MONTHS AGO--SAID THAT HE CONCENTRATED HIS 
RECRUITING EFFORTS ON THE BACKCOURT BECAUSE OF 
THE TALENT RETURNING ON THE FRONT LINE ••••• 
THE NEW EAGLES ARE FORREST PEARSON--A 
6-1 GUARD FROM LYNCH HIGH SCHOOL--MIKE RUSSELL--
A 6-4 GUARD FROM MADISON CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL--
TONY HOPSON--A 5-11 GUARD TRANSFER FROM MOUNT 
HOOD COMMUNITY COLLEGE IN OREGON AND KEN 
SANSBURY--A 6-4 FORWARD FROM MOUNT CLEMENS--
MICHIGAN ••••• 
JOE STEPP--A 6-5 GUARD AND A FORMER 
WARFIELD HIGH SCHOOL ALL-STATER IS TRANSFERRING 
FROM OHIO STATE BUT WILL NOT BE ELIGIBLE UNTIL 
THE 75-76 SEASON ••••• #//,¥,\',¥# 
) 
OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
RADIO-TV RELEASE 
SUBJECT: WRITERS WORKSHOP 
DATE 5-8-74 
TIME 40 SEC. 
ANNOUNCER: THREE NATIONALLY ACCLAIMED AUTHORS ON THE 
STAFF OF THE MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY WRITERS 
WORKSHOP WILL GIVE PUBLIC READINGS OF THEIR 
WORKS DURING THE 3-WEEK SESSION WHICH BEGINS 
MAY 20TH ••••• 
JOHN STERLING HARRIS--A POET AND AUTHOR 
OF NUMEROUS ARTICLES ON· TECHNICAL WRITING--
WILL READ MAY 22ND AT 2 P-M IN THE CLAYPOOL-
YOUNG ART BUILDING ••••• 
KENTUCKY 1 S POET.LAUREATE--JESSE STUART--
WILL BE FEATURED MAY 30TH AT 7-30 IN B-F REED 
HALL'AND MAY 31ST AT 2 P-M IN THE CLAYPOOL-
YOUNG ART BUILDING ••••• 
READINGS BY HOLLIS SUMMERS--PROFESSOR OF 
CREATIVE WRITING AT OHIO UNIVERSITY--ARE 
SCHEDULED JUNE 3RD AT 7-30 P-M IN REED HALL 
AND JUNE 4TH AT 2 P-M IN THE CLAYPOOL-YOUNG 
ART BUILDING ••••• 
THE READINGS ARE FREE AND OPEN TO THE 
PUBLIC •••• • #H,\',\'## 
I~ ,, 
\ :l OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION ' 
:!MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY RADIO-TV RELEASE 
' 
' 
!. MOREHEAD, KY 40351 




n'Fiii"""7'T"---n.:;;:-;:;;:;.~~~.,.,...=-:..-:-:-:-=----------, SUBJECT· OVC SPft I NG CHAMPIONSHIPS 
:!DATE: • 5/13/74 
·i TIME: 25 SEC . 
,. 
:i ANNOUNCER:: MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY'S SPRING SPORTS 
I ' 
TEAMS HAVE COMPLETED REGULAR SEASON PLAY AND i! 
II 



































TURNED THEIR ATTENTION TO THE OHIO VALLEY 
CONFERENCE SPRING CHAMPIONSHIPS THIS WEEKEND ••••• 
1 COMPETITION IN GOLF--TRACK AND TENNIS IS 
·: 
'· SCHEDULED THURSDAY--FRIDAY AND SATURDAY AT 
:: MURRAY STATE UN IVERS JTY ••••• 
M-S-U'S GOLF TEAM WILL DEFEND ITS 0-V-C 
i 
:1 TITLE--WON LAST YEAR AT MOREHEAD .••••• 
il ,, 
'i I, GOLF AND TENNIS COMPETIT>ION OPENS THURSDAY 
I 
' AND CONTINUES THROUGH SATURDAY--WITH TRACK 
;, STARTING FRIDAY AND ENDING SATURDAY ••••• ##### 
I· 
t 
~FFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATidN 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY RADIO-TV RELEASE 









TELEPHONE: AC 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY AWARDED DEGRE~ 
! SUNDAY TO ITS LARGEST GRADUATING CLASS IN 
I 
: HI STORY::::\. 
WESTERN KENTUCKY PRESIDENT DERO DOWNING. 
l URGED THE ONE THOUSAND AND 70 SPRING GRADUATE 
' 
l TO SEEK PERFECTION IN ALL FACETS OF LIFE •••• ~ 
I 
M-S-U PRESIDENT ADRON DORAN AWARDE~ ONE 
; HUNDRED AND 75 MASTER'S DEGREES--3 HUNDRED 
' ' l 
i 
AND 20 BACHELOR'S DEGREES AND 75 ASSOCIATE 
I DEGREES ••••• 
I PRESIDENT DOWNING AND TERRY HERNDON--
I 
! EXECUTIVE SECRETARY OF THE NATIONAL 
i . 
~EDUCATION ASSOCIATION--WERE AWARDED HONORARY· 
r 
'DOCTORAL DEGREES ••••• 
i HARRY KING LOWMAN OF ASHLAND RECEIVED 
' i THE OUTSTANDING ALUMNUS AWARD AND DOCTOR 
l 
i LOUISE .. ~INN WAS RECOGNIZED AS A DISTINGUISHE 
I 
\ PROFESSOR ••••• 
PRESIDENT AND MRS. DORAN RECEIVED AN 
AWARD OF APPRECIATION FOR THEIR 20 YEARS OF 
~SERVICE AT M s .. UUUUf'U 
i - -u ..... nnnnnn 
J 
OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY RADIO-TV RELEASE 








MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY STUDENTS WILL 
BE CANOEING--READING COMIC BOOKS--TOURING EUROPE 
AND SEEING BROAD~/AY PLAYS DURING THE NEXT 3 WEEK~ .. 
--AS PART OF M-S-U 1S INTERSESSION ••••• 
THE SPECIAL TERM OPENS MONDAY AND ENDS 
JUNE 7TH--IT ALLOWS STUDENTS TO ENROLL IN 
TRADITIONAL AND INNOVATIVE COURSES WHICH RANGE 
FROM ONE TO 3 WEEKS ••••• 
THE WORKSHOP IN CANOEING AND CAMPCRAFTS 
MEETS 24 HOURS A DAY FOR 2 WEEKS AND CARRIES 
3 HOURS OF CREDIT ••••• 
THE COURSE 11 COM I CS AS AMERICAN L1 TERATURE 11 
MEETS FOR ONE WEEK AND STUDENTS CAN EARN ONE 
HOUR OF CREDIT ••••• 
OTHER OFFERINGS ARE A HISTORY COURSE WHICH 
INCLUDES A l"OUR OF GREECE AND ITALY--A THEATRE 
PROGRAM WHERE STUDENTS ATTEND BROADWAY PLAYS IN 
NEW YORK CITY AND THE M-S-U WRITERS WORKSHOP 
WHICH FEATURES NATIONALLY KNOWN WRITERS AS 
INSTRUCTORS IN CREATIVE AND TECHNICAL WRITING ••••• 
REGISTRATION FOR INTERSESSION IS MONDAY MAY 
20TH FROM 8 A-M TILL NOON IN THE LAUGHLIN HEALTH 
BUILDING ••••• ##### 
• 
~-- ... _ ---
OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 




T I ~1E : 
ANNOUNCER: 




THE MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY ADULT 
EDUCATION CENTER HAS RECEIVED A 2 HUNDRED 
·.; 
' 
THOUSAND DOLLAR FEDERAL GRANT FOR THE CONTINUATION 
OF RESEARCH PROJECTS ••••• 
THE GRANT FROM THE U-S OFFICE OF EDUCATION 
WILL BE USED BY THE A-A-E-C TO COMPLETE THE 
SECOND HALF OF A 2-YEAR STUDY COMPARING METHODS 
OF HELPING ADULTS PREPARE FOR THE QUALIFI lNG 
TEST FOR THE HIGH SCHOOL EQUIVALENCY DIPLOMA~ •••• 
THE STUDY IS BEING CONDUCTED THROUGH ADULT 
EDUCATION PROJECTS IN ASHLAND AND 0\'/ENSBORO AND 
MONTGOMERY--FLOYD AND ROWAN COUNTIES AND PIKETON 
I - -OH I 0 ••••• 
I 
THE FUNDS ALSO FINANCE 4 COMMUNITY EDUCATION 
PROJECTS WHICH PROVIDE EDUCATION AND RECREATION 
TO ALL AGE GROUPS ••••• 
THE ADULT EDUCATION CENTER WAS FOUNDED AT 







- . ··-. 
-OFFICE OF 'PUBLIC INfORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY · 
: - MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY . 40351 · 
~; ;./~~··. _. 
., ,, .. , - . 
·.'.·"; RAD ro..:TV RELEASE 
.TELEPHO!'JE: AC 606/783-33 25 
• 
' ' 
· SUBJECT: INTERSESSION REGISTRATION ' - . 
DATE: 5/19/74 - - ,, . --;-~. 
TIME: 30 SEC. ·. '• 
·. ANNOUNCER: · __ .,_ --~- WHILE MOST COLLEGE STUDENTS· ARE PLANNING 
' 
l 
. . -. 
THEIR SUMMER VACATIONS--MORE THAN 15 HUNDRED. 
HAVE RETURNED TO MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY.~ 
FOR INTERSESSION ••••• 
THE 3-WEEK 11MINI-MESTER11 ALLOWS M-S-U 
TO UTILIZE ITS FACILITIES YEAR-ROUND AND TO 
OFFER MANY UNIQUE CLASSES..... - ·. 
SOME OF THE MORE POPULAR CLASSES OFFERED 
~--~;;--~.s:·..: .... ~~~Q_:;.;.,.;..,_,.,.,_ ~-..:~.::..,.;,~: -~~:;...:.~~~ _,__,~:.:-~::.:... ' . - . : " ·.,> --·- ·.• . • ' •• -~ • 
\ 
' 
- . '·- -- . "' - ' 
THIS YEAR ARE TWO WEEKS OF INSTRUCTION IN -
CANOEING--WITH THE CLASS MEETING-24'-'-HOURS-A-
~ ~-' -
DAY WHILE CAMPED AJ THE RED RIVER GORGE ••••• 
. . . , . 
. A CLASS TITLED 11 THE COMIC BOOK IN AMERICAN 
ll TERATURE 11 IS TAUGHT BY AN M-S -U B., I OLOGY 
- PROFESSOR WHO IS AN AVID COLLEC'TOR OF. COMIC 
· BOOKS •••• ;· -- -·· ···--··-· ~·-·~ -·---· 
. 
i'&.--~----------"'--·------ ----~- . ------~···--·-- ·-· -··- . OTHER CLASSES BEING OFFERED INCLUDE A 
' -. .. ' 
.,- ,_. . . 
TOUR OF EUROPE--A CHANCE TO SEE BROADWAY 
PLAYS AND AN OPPORTUNITY TO SING WITH THE 
·-CINCINNATI SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA ••••• ###CCH# 
' ~' ' ' . 
'/--•. _-1' -
~~; 
', . -.. 
- . •' ·' . ' . . . .. - -· "'' . ,· . 
-· 
OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION RADLO-TV RELEASE 
~OREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY TELEPHONE 
1-'IOREHEAD, KY L~.Q25'1 ____ 606/783-3325 
SUBJECT: ALL SPORTS CAMP. ·. · · · · 
DATE: 5/2t/74 
TIME: 40 SEC 
ANNOUNCER: 
; 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY WILL OPEN 
ITS ALL SPORTS CAMPS ·ON JUNE 23RD FOR BOYS 
j AND JULY 7TH FOR GIRLS ••••• 
THE CAMPS ARE OPEN TO AGES 8 THROUGH 
.. 16 AliD P.RO\': DES JNSTRUCT ION !N ONE MAJOR 
~ 
:! SPORT AND T\1/0 MINOR SPORTS FOR EACH PERSON,. •• , 
' I 
1 BOYS SPORTS INCLUDE TRACK AND FIELD--
l 
~ FOOTBALL--BASKETBALL--BASEBALL--ATHLETIC 
\ I STUDENi MANAGEI"lENT AND HORSEMANSHIp •••.• 
! 
1 
GIRLS MAY CHOOSE FROM BASKETBALL--I TRACK AND FIELD--VOLLYBALL--CHEERLEADING 
I AND HORSEMANSHIP ••••• 
THE FEE FOR REGULAR CAMPERS IS 75 DOLLAR: 
WHICH INCLUDES 5 DAYS OF INSTRUCTION-- .. 
HOUSING AND 3 DAILY MEALS ••••• 
I CONMUTER$ PAY 45 DOLLARS FOR INSTRUCTION 
I AND LUNCH ••••• 
·j CAMPERS WILL BE HOUSED AND FED IN 
I M-S-U'S AIR CONDITIONED RESIDENCE HALLS--
AND ALL YOUNGSTERS WILL BE COVERED BY A 
GROUP ACCIDENT INSURANCE POLICY •••.. 
MORE INFORMATION ON THE CAMP MAY BE 
OBTAINED FROM COACH ROY TERRY--M-S-U--
~lOREHEAD--KY •••• • #h'N/11/h' 
VFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION 
. MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY RADIO-TV RELEASE. 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 606/783-3325 
SUBJECT: SUMMER THEATRE 
DATE 5-27-74 
TIME 45 SEC. 
ANNOUNCER: MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY'S SUMMER THEATRE OPENS 
JUNE 23RD WITH 4 PRODUCTIONS SCHEDULED DURING THE 
8-WEEK SEASON ••••• 
THE FIRST PRESENTATION IS 11 LUV11 --A SPOOF ABOUT 
MARRIAGE ••••• IT OPENS JUNE 23RD AND CLOSES JUNE 27TH .•• 
FREDERICK KNOTT'S 11WAIT.UNTIL DARK11 RUNS JULY 
2ND THROUGH THE 6TH .•••• 
r 
THE.THIRD PRESENTATION IS THE PULITZER PRIZE-
WINN lNG PLAY-- 11TH E EFFECTS OF GAMMA RAYS ON THE MAN-
. . 
IN-THE-MOON-MARIGOLDS 11 ••••• 
IT OPENS JULY lOTH AND CLOSES QN THE 13TH .•••• 
THE FINAL PRODUCTION IS 11 LITTLE MARY SUNSHINE 11 •••• 
THIS MUSICAL COMEDY RUNS JULY 28TH THROUGH AUGUST 
FIRST. •• ~. 
TICKETS FOR EACH PRODUCT ION ARE 2 DOLLARS AND 
SEASON TICKETS ARE 6 DOLLARS ••••• CHILDREN 1 S TICKETS 
ARE HALF PRICE ••••• 
FOR RESERVATIONS AND TICKET INFORMATION CONTACT 
THE M-S-U SUMMER THEATRE--U-P-0 740--MOREHEAD--
KENTUCKY ••••• #NO#ff. 
,'OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION 
'MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY RADIO-TV RELEASE 
;MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
I TELEPHONE: 606/783-3325 







') ANNOUNCER: REGISTRATION FOR MOREHEAD STATE 
UNIVERSITY'S 8-WEEK SUMMER TERM IS SCHEDULED 
JUNE lOTH AND ELEVENTH FROM 8 A-M UNTIL 3 P-M 



























SENIORS AND GRADUATE STUDENTS REGISTER 
MONDAY--JUNE lOTH ••••• 
FRESH~lEN--SOPHOMORES AND JUNIORS SIGN UP 
JUNE ELEVENTH ••••• 
TUITION FOR FULL-TIME UNDERGRADUATES \f.IHO 
ARE KENTUCKY RESIDENTS IS ONE HUNDRED AND 5 
DOLLARS ••••• 
FULL-TIME GRADUATE STUDENTS WHO ARE STATE 
RESIDENTS PAY ONE HUNDRED AND 18 DOLLARS ••••• 
OUT-OF-STATE STUDENTS PAY 2 HUNDRED AND 
38 DOLLARS AS UNDERGRADUATES AND 2 HUNDRED AND 
50 DOLLARS AS GRADUATE STUDENTS ••••• 
THE SUMMER TERM ENDS AUGUST 2ND •••• ,#,VN,\',V 
• ,/ 
;I 
OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORHATION 
~OREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY TELEPHONE: 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
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4 MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY PLAYERS HAVE 
BEEN NAMED TO THE 1974 ALL-OHIO VALLEY CONFERENCE 
BASEBALL TEAM ••••• 
FIRST BASEMAN HOMER CABLISH--OUTFIELDER 
GREG TUCKER--SHORTSTOP JIM BROCKMAN AND PITCHER 
JOHN KURTZ WERE NAMED TO THE EASTERN DIVISION 
TEAM WHICH IS SELECTED BY THE COACHES ••••• 
CABLISH--A SENIOR FROM BRADENTON· FLORIDA:_. 
WAS NAMED FOR THE SECOND TIME AND LED THE EAGLES 
IN HOME RUNS ••••• HE IS A FORMER MAYSVILLE 
RESIDENT ••••• 
TUCKER--A SOPHOMORE FROM HILLSBORO--OHIO--
LED M-S-U WITH ONE HUNDRED AND 27 AT BATS TO SET 
A NEW SCHOOL RECORD ••••• 
BROCKMAN--A FRESHMAN FROM FINDLAY OHIO--HAD 
A 291 BATTING AVERAGE DURING HIS FIRST COLLEGIATE 
SEASON ••••• 
KURTZ--A SENIOR FROM NARVON PENNSYLVANIA--
I PITCHED THE EAGLES TO THE EASTERN DIVISION 
! 
CHAMPIONSHIP ••••• 
M-S-U COMPILED A 23-AND-17 RECORD AND 
FIN ISHFD SFf.ONf') IN THF 0-\f-C, H .,N,\',('H# 
OfF:Fl•PE· OF PUBLIC INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY RADIO-TV RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 606/783-3325 
SUBJECT: GIRLS STATE 
DATE 6-4-74 
TIME 30 SEC. 
ANNOUNCER: MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY IS HOSTING MORE 
THAN 3 HUNDRED HIGH SCHOOL COEDS STARTING JUNE 9TH 
FOR THE 28TH ANNUAL KENTUCKY GIRLS STATE ••••• 
THE WEEK-LONG EXERCISE IN GOVERNMENT IS 
SPONSORED BY THE AMERICAN LEGION AUXILIARY .•••• 
EACH DELEGATE IS A HIGH SCHOOL SENIOR AND 
WILL BECOME A CITIZEN OF A MYTHICAL 51ST STATE ••••. 
ELECTIONS WILL BE HELD TO SELECT OFFICIALS 
ON ALL LEVELS OF GOVERNMENT AND WILL CLOSE WITH 
THE ELECTION OF A KENTUCKY GIRLS STATE GOVERNOR •••• 
THE DELEGATES WILL TRAVEL TO FRANKFORT TO BE 
MEMBERS OF THE KENTUCKY GIRLS STATE ASSEMBLYAND 
TO OPERATE THEIR GOVERNMENT ••••• 
THIS WILL BE THE FOURTH CONSECUTIVE YEAR FOR 
THE KENTUCKY GIRLS STATE TO CONVENE AT MOREHEAD 
STATE ••••• ###### 
OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY RADIO-TV RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: AC 606/673-3325 
SUBJECT: REVENUE SHARING CONFERENCE 
DATE 6-4-74 
TIME 30 SEC. 
ANNOUNCER: U-S-REPRESENTATIVE CARL PERKINS AND STATE 
TREASURER DREXEL DAVIS WILL BE AMONG THE GUEST 
SPEAKERS THIS SATURDAY AT A FEDERAL REVENUE 
SHARING CONFERENCE AT MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY ..•.• 
ALSO FEATURED WILL BE JAMES KING--DIRECTOR 
OF THE KENTUCKY OFFICE FOR POLICY AND MANAGEMENT .... 
THE DAY-LONG MEETING IS SPONSORED BY THE M~S-U 
DEPARTMENT OF POLITICAL SCIENCE AND THE BIG SANDY~­
GATEWAY AND BUFFALO JRACE AREA DEVELOPMENT DISTRICTS 
DISTRICTS ••••• 
THE CONFERENCE IS DESIGNED FOR CITY AND COUNTY 
OFFICIALS BUT IS ALSO OPEN TO THE PUBLIC •..•. 
REGISTRATION STARTS AT qo A-M WITH CONGRESSMAN 
PERKINS SCHEDULED TO SPEAK AT ONE P-M ••••. 
ALL SESSIONS ARE BEING HELD IN THE ADRON DORAN 
UNIVERSITY CENTER ••.•• UUHUHU 
,, 
" 
OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNlVEBSITY RADIO-TV RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40~51 
; TELEPHONE: 606/783-3325 
I! 
r' 
SUBJECT: GOLF CAMP 
DATE 6-4-74 




















MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY WILL OPEN ITS 
THIRD ANNUAL GOLF CM1P JUNE 9TH FOR THE FIRST 0 F 
3 WEEK-LONG SESSIONS ••••• 
CAMPS FOR BOYS OPENS JUNE 9TH AND JUNE 16 ••••. 
A SESSION FOR GIRLS STARTS JU~E 23RD ..••• 
THE FEE FOR THE CAMP IS ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS 
AND INCLUDES INSTRUCTION--MEALS--HOUSING AND 
I NSURANCL •••• 
THE PURPOSE OF THE CAMP IS TO ACQUAINT 
YOUNGSTERS t-1 I TH GOLF FUNDAMENTALS AND TO PROVIDE 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR SUPERVISED PLAY ••••• 
EACH SESSION IS LIMITED TO 40 GOLFERS ••.•• 
.ADDITIONAL INFORMATION IS AVAILABLE FROM COACH 




·:·OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
'MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY . 
. RADIO-TV RELEASE · 
TELEPHONE: AC 606/783-3325 MOREHEAD,· KENTUCKY 40351. 
SUBJECT: KENTUCKY HIGH SCHOOL BASEBALL TOURNAMENT 
. DATE: 6-4-74 · . 
TIME: 30 SEC. 
ANNOUNCER: T~E j4TH ANNUAL KENTUCKY HIGH SCHOOL 
BASEBALL TOURNAMENT GOT UNDERWAY MONDAY AT 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY ••.•• 
EIGHT TEAMS FROM AROUND THE STATE ARE 
. VYING FOR THE TOP POSITION ..... 
M-S-U PRES I DENT ADRON DORAN AND KENTUCKY-·· 
HIGH SCHOOL BASEBALL COMMISSIONER J~B. MANSFIELD 
THROUGH OUT THE FIRST BASEBALLS TO OFF I Cl ALLY 
OPEN THE TOURNAMENT ••••• 
IN THE FRST DAY OF COMPETITION SOMERSEr 
DEFEATED MADISONVILLE.B-.l0-4 AND IN THE 
SECOND GAME BATH COUNTY EDGED LOUISVILLE 
TRINITY 4-T0-3 ••••• 
THIS IS THE FJRST YEAR THE STATE 
BASEBALL TOURNAMENT HAS BEEN HELD OUTSIDE 
OF LEXINGTON AND THE FIRST SUCH TOURNAMENT 
IN MOREHEAD 1 S NEW ALLEN FIELD ••••• 
THE CHAMPIONSHIP GAME IS SCHEDULED FOR:: 
FRIDAY AT 2 P-M ••••• #CHHCUU 
. 





OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
RADIO-TV RELEASE 
TELEPHONE 
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.. ·MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY IS GIVING 
STUDENTS A CHANCE TO EXPRESS' THEMSELVES IN 
THE ART 0 F--~O:>~<··I•~',.. _ ........... - ...... ,,IS,. ...,, ..... 
A POPULAR COURSt IN GOURMET (GORE-MAY) 
COOKING HAS BEEN ADDED TO THE SUMMER SCHOOL 
CLASS SCHEDULE--AND CARRIES 3 HOURS OF 
GRADUATE OR UNDERGRADUATE CREDIT .... : .. 
. '. -· . - ·-
THE COURSE HAS BEEN PREVIOUSLY OFFERED 
DURING INTERSESSION WHERE IT ATTRACTED 




c _ . M_=.S . .:WS SUMMER TERM STARTS MONDAY 
WITH REGISTRATION AT THE LAUGHLIN HEALTH 
BUILDING.· •••• CLASSES BEGIN WEDNESDAY .••.. . . 
'. 
SUMMER COMMENCEMENT IS SCHEDULED AUGUST 
. -
FIRST .••• . AWHA'H 
' ... 
'--· 




. . ...... . 
.;:~ .. . - . . 
OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 










· RANDY JJ)NES--A TOP HITTING SECOND 
BASEMAN FROM WINGO HIGH SCHOOL IS MOREHEAD 
STATE UNIVERSITY 1 S FIRST BASEBALL RECRUIT OF 
THE YEAR ••••• 
HE BATTED .500 THIS SPRING AND COMPILED 
A CAREER AVERAGE OF .430 ••••• 
HE WAS NAMED AS WING0 1 S MOST VALUABLE 
PLAYER AND LED THE INDIANS OF COACH WAYNE 
WADLINGTON TO THE REGIONAL TOURNAMENT .•••• 
THE NEW EAGLE IS THE SON OF ~R. AND MRS. 
BUDDY JONES OF ROUTE 2 MAYFIELD ••••• 
M-S-U COACH SONNY ALLEN SAID THAT JONES 
HAS EXCELLENT POTENTIAL AS A COLLEGE PLAYER ••••. 
#~'~'11~11!11 I I 1(1 Ill/ 
--~-----,-------,-
; ' 
. .~.· . 
;. - - .. . . ' •' 
~ .. . - ... '• 
OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNiVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
. . .- -~.,··.,C--.~-: 
RADIO - TV RELEASE 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY IS HOSTING MORE 
THAN 3 HUNDRED HIGH SCHOOL .GIRLS THIS 'WEEK FOR 
·THE 28TH ANNUAL KENTUCKY GIRLS STATE.~: •• --·-,.-
·. THE DELEGATES WERE WELCOMED TQ·THE CAMPUS. 
-
BY M-S-U PRESIDENT ADRON DORAN MONDAY TO 
OFFICIALLY BEGIN THE WEEK-LONG EXERCISE IN· 
GOVERNMENT ••••• • •. . .• i 
EACH DELEGATE IS A HIGH-SCHOOL SENIOR AND 
ELECTIONS WILL BE HELD TO SELECT OFFICIALS 
ON ALL LEVELS OF GOVERNMENT AND WILL. CLOSE WITH 
THE ELECTIQN OF. A KENTUCKY' GIRLS STATE_ 
GOVERNOR..... · 
,, ; >JHE·:- DELEGATES W:lLL"JHEft~JRP.N£-t?JO" .FRANKFORT 
• • " - ·t:.' • • - ' ••• • ---. .... • • -
fO BE MEMBERS OF THE KENTUCKY GIRLS STATE 
ASSEMBLY AND TO OPERATE THEIR GOVERNMENT .•••. 
THIS IS THE FOURTH CONSECUTIVE YEAR FOR 
THE KENTUCKY GIRLS STATE TO CONVEI~E AT 
·.,, ·. 
MOREHEAD V'''f'' eeoeo)l///1/ · '.; 
. . ·' - . ~· . . . '. ' ' - . . . -~ 
: . . '., ..... ' ' . ··:., ' .. . . - .· ,. 
' . ,_ . ) . ' ' .· 
,. 
' ". . . '' ...,. __ ·. . ,- . ., . ~ ·_ ·:--- ... : t ' . 








































t·1SU GOLF TOURNA:ViENT 
6-!111-74 
20 SEC 
THE 7TH ANNUAL ~10REHEAD STATE 
UNIVERSITY GOLF TOURNAMENT OPENS .:ULY 5Ti·i 
AT THE M-S-U COURSE ••••• 
COMPETITION IN THE CHAMPfONS~iiP FLIGHT 
\'I I L!_ CONS !.ST OF MEDf,L PLAY fiND ALL on~ER 
FL!GHTS W!LL USE MATCH PLAY ••••• 
ANY GOLFER MAKING A HOLE-IN-ONE ON HOLES 
5 OR 14 WiU.. \,JfN A 1374-MODEL .1\UTOMOB!LE •• , .. 
THE Si~·HOLE TOURNAMENT CONCLUDES .JULY 
7TH WITH A SATURDAY EVENING BARBECUE •••.• 
FOR MORE INFORMATION--CONTACT ED BlGNON·· 
POST OFF!CE BOX 2-5-3--MOREHE~D KENTUCKY 
I, 0 3 5 1 .i/..'l·ff##'· "j·•· i . ., - "'I ~ IJ' ., I) lilil t· 
RADIO-TV RELEASE 
OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION· 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: AC 606/783-3325 
SUBJECT: GIRlS STATE 





CLAUDIA WELLMAN--A 17 YEAR OLD SENIOR 
AT PAUL BLAZER HIGH SCHOOL IN ASHlAND--WAS 
ELECTED AS THE KENTUCKY GIRLS STATE GOVERNOR 
THIS AFTERNOON AT MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSIT~ ••••• 
MISS WELLMAN WILL TRAVEL TO FRANKFORT LATER 
THTS WEEK TO MEET KENTUCKY GOVERNOR WENDELL 
FORD AND TO JOIN OTHER ELECTED GIRLS STATE 
OFFICIALS AND OPERATE THEIR GOVERNMENT ••••• 
FOLLOWING HER ELECTION AS GOVERNOR 
MISS WELLMAN TALKED ABOUT WHAT SHE PLANS TO 
ACCOMPLISH DURING HER TERM AND HOW IT FEELS 
TO BE CHOSEN AS THE TOP EXECUTIVE AT GIRLS 
STATE rvvvvvv oooooJIIJ/)1 
·~· • .r 
OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY RADIO-TV RELEASE 






'J··;·E-r;·.:;·r:-,·;< .,.,.. ~ T I 0 N ; h. --1\:_".1 .J ~ 1\r\ 
6-13 -7,l:. 
30 SEC 
MORE THAN 19 HUNDRED PERSONS ARE 
'EXPECTED TO VISIT THE MOREHEAD STATE 
UNIVERSITY CAMPUS DURING THE WEEK OF JULY 
8TH FOR PRE-REGISTRATION AND ORIENTATION 
OF NEW FRESHMEN ••••• 
THE PURPOSE OF THE VISITS IS TO 
FAMILIARIZE STUDENTS AND PARENTS WITH THE 
CAMPUS AND THE ACADEMIC OFFERINGS •• - •• 
IN ADDITION TO CAMPUS TOURS AND OTHER 
PROGRAMS--THE NEW STUDENTS WILL RECEIVE 
INDIVIDUAL ASSISTANCE IN PREPARING CLASS 
SCHEDULES AND REGISTERING FOR THE FALL 
SEMESTER ••••• 
SESSIONS ARE SCHEDULED JULY 8TH - JULY 
10TH AND JULY 12TH ...... 
H0RE'f:NFORMATI01'J IS AV:A'I'LABtE FRat~ 




OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY RADIO-TV RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 606/783-3325 
SUBJECT: MSU THEATRE 
DATE 6-17-74 
TIME 20 SEC. 
ANNOUNCER: THE MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY SUMMER 
THEATRE IS PRESENTING THE PLAY "LUV" 
. STARTING THIS SUNDAY AT 2 P-M .•••• 
THE MARRIAGE SATIRE WILL BE THE FIRST 
PRODUCTION OF THE SUMMER AND RUNS FROM JUNE 
23RD THROUGH JUNE 27TH ..••• 
ALL NIGHTLY PERFORMANCES BEGIN AT g'p.:M 
AND WILL BE PRESENTED IN THE COMBS LITTLE 
TH"EATRE .•••• 
ADMISSION IS 2 DOLLARS FOR ADULTS AND 
ONE DOLLAR FOR CHILDREN ••••• MSU STUDENTS ARE 





7 OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 








































SltJ INM ~NG S IGNi:ES 
6 ~! -,· -t. ;-,!.J· 
20 SEC 
---·-------------
MOREHEt\D STATE UNiVERSITY HAS SIGNED 2 
COVINGTON CATHOLIC HIGH SCI·IOOL S\~IMHERS TO 
GRANTS-IN-AID ••••• 
COACH 8 iLL MACK ANNOUNCED THAT ~JARREN 
lt/HALEN AND TI1~0THY VAN SANT WILL BE SWIMf;liNG 
FOR THE EAGLES THIS SEASON ••••• 
VJHALEN WAS VOTED THE ~10ST IMPROVED 
S\•JI Mt·1ER FOR THE COLONELS •••• , VAN SANT WAS 
SELECTED AS THE MOST VALUABLE SWIMMER ••••• 





OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY RADIO-TV RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: AC 606/783-3325 
SUBJECT: KENCLIPI 
DATE: 6-24-74 i 
~IME: 25 SEC. ; 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY HAS 
BEEN SELECTED AS ONE OF 6 REGIONAL CENTERS 
FOR THE KENTUCKY-COOPERATIVE LIBRARY 
INFORMATION PROJECT •••••••••• 
THE PROJECT WILL PROVIDE 
INTER-LIBRARY LOAN SERVICES FOR ALL PUBLIC 
LIBRARIES IN KENTUCKY TO MAKE MATERIALS 
AVAILABLE TO ALL CITIZENS •••••••••• 
MSU 1 S JOHNSON CAMDEN LIBRARY WILL 
BE THE MAJOR RESOURCE CENTER FOR 28 
EASTERN KENTUCKY COUNTIES •••••••••• 
THIS PROJECT IS FUNDED BY THE 
KENTUCKY DEPARTMENT OF LIBRARY AND 
ARCHIVES ••••• MSU WILL RECEIVE A~~ 
10-THOUSAND DOLLAR GRANT FOR ITS 
PARTICIPATION ••••• #CHHN 
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TIME: 25 SEC. 
TELEPHONE: AC 606/783-3325 
..... ,.'.'WAIT:.UNHC'DARK'' WttL BCTH.E 
SECOND PRODUCTION OF THE MOREHEAD STATE 
UNIVERSITY SUMMER THEATRE •••.•• 
THE MYSTERY BY FREDRICK KNOTT 
OPENS TUESDAY (JULY 2ND) AT 8 P-M IN THE 
COMBS LITTLE THEATRE •••••••• OTHER 
PERFORMANCES WILL BE JULY 3RD-5TH-AND 
6TH--ALSO AT 8 P-M •••••••••••••• 
IHE PRODUCTION IS DIRECTED BY 
DOCTOR WILLIAM LAYNE ••.•••••••• 
ADMISSION IS 2 DOLLARS FOR ADULTS 
AND ONE DOLLAR FOR CHILDREN •••••••• MSU 
STUDENTS ARE ADMITTED ON 1-D CARDS .•• ##### 
